
The Way to Love, Anthony De Mello , 2011, 0307805476, 9780307805478. Profound love is at the heart of this warm,

compassionate collection of meditations by spiritual master Anthony de Mello -- a last inspiring gift to the countless

readers whose lives he touched.

Measuring Hidden Dimensions: The Art and Science of Fully Engaging Adults, Volume 1, Otto E. Laske , 2006,

0977680002, 9780977680009. Laske introduces a research-based perspective for consultants and personal coaches

interested in fully engaging their audience. Applicable to small or large groups, these techniques will also help the

consultant or coach grow as a professional.

Poetry South East 2010, Jeremy Page, Catherine Smith , 2010, 0953138356, 9780953138357. 

A Night of Errors, Michael Innes , 1948, 0140023739, 9780140023732. 

Physical Biochemistry: Principles and Applications, David Sheehan , 2009, 0470030526, 9780470030523. "As will be

seen, there is not much missing here. I thought that the sections were well balanced, with rarely too much or too little on

a given topic...This is a text to be welcomed by both teachers and students." BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

EDUCATION (on the first edition)The second edition of this successful textbook explains the basic principles behind the

key techniques currently used in the modern biochemical laboratory and describes the pros and cons of each technique

and compares one to another. It is non-mathematical, comprehensive and approachable for students who are not

physical chemists.A major update of this comprehensive, accessible introduction to physical biochemistry.Includes two

new chapters on proteomics and bioinformatics.Introduces experimental approaches with a minimum of mathematics and

numerous practical examples.Provides a bibliography at the end of each chapter.Written by an author with many years

teaching and research experience, thistext is a must-have for students of biochemistry, biophysics, molecular and life

sciences and food science.

New York Bars and Clubs, Time Out New York Partners, L P , 2004, 0967524040, 9780967524047. 

Oh no! Not the sweets!, Laura Griffiths, Victoria Clark , 2007, . 

Discovering Bitter Justice: Sweet Revenge, Belinda D'Alessandro , 2012, . 

Government by the people: national, state, and local edition, James MacGregor Burns, Jack Walter Peltason, Thomas E.

Cronin , 1975, 0133610977, 9780133610970. 

Unfolding the Napkin: The Hands-On Method for Solving Complex Problems with Simple Pictures, Dan Roam , 2009,

1101163143, 9781101163146. An original workbook companion to the acclaimed business bestseller The Back of the

Napkin Dan Roam's The Back of the Napkin, a BusinessWeek bestseller, taught readers the power of brainstorming and

communicating with pictures. It presented a new and exciting way to solve all kinds of problems-from the boardroom to

the sales floor to the cubicle jungle. The companion workbook, Unfolding the Napkin, helps readers put Roam's principles

into practice with step-by-step guidelines. It's filled with detailed case studies, guided do-it-yourself exercises, and plenty
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of blank space for drawing. Roam structured the book as a complete four-day visual-thinking seminar, taking readers

step-by-step from "I can't draw" to "Here is the picture I drew that I think will save the world." The workbook teaches

readers how to: Improve their three "built-in" visual problem solving tools. Apply the four-step visual thinking process

(look-see-imagine-show) in any business situation. Instantly improve their visual imaginations. Learn how to recognize

the type of problem to choose the best visual solution. If The Back of the Napkin was a guide to fine dining, Unfolding

the Napkin is the cookbook that will soon be heavily marked up and dogeared. 

The Mind of a Poet, , 2011, 0983476802, 9780983476801. Book of poetry

I spy english. Per la 3a classe elementare, Julie Ashworth, John Clark, Cathy Lawday , 2003, 0194318508,

9780194318501. 

The secret of Blackbeard's treasure: a pony's tale, , Mary Mden , 1995, 0964697017, 9780964697010. AHOY, MATEYS!

Come along for an amazing ADVENTURE! Join Petey, the wild Corolla pony, & his best friend Tazz the Dog, as they ride

the ferry to historic Ocracoke Island. Visit Grandfather Pony & hear his exciting tale come to life! Journey back to a time

of Pirates & High Seas Adventure! Meet Pedro, a Spanish mustang, & Pepe, a salty, sea-parrot as they plan their daring

escape from the most Feared pirate of them all - BLACKBEARD!!! Set sail aboard the pirate ship "Adventure" & see the

exciting story of Blackbeard unfold. Laugh at the antics of Pepe. Thrill to Pedro's bravery. Cringe at the villainous

Blackbeard. This rollicking tale is a skillful blend of historical FACT & imaginative FANTASY that will EDUCATE &

ENTERTAIN children of all ages. The wonderful illustrations make this book spring to life! The vivid colors grab your

attention. The characters are delightful & original. The setting is colorful & full of detail. The skillful blend of illustrations

& text bring to life characters that you can laugh at, identify with, & love. This swashbuckling, action-packed tale will

keep you in suspense until you learn - THE SECRETS OF BLACKBEARD'S TREASURE! To order: Dog & Pony Enterprises,

P.O. Box 3540, Kill Devil Hills, NC 27948.

Lands Tribunal (Amendment) Rates 1998, Great Britain, Stationery Office, The, Great Britain. Lord Chancellor's

Department , 1998, 0110653874, 9780110653877. Lands Tribunal (Amendment) Rates 1998

Satyajit Ray on Cinema, Satyajit Ray , 2011, 0231164947, 9780231164948. Satyajit Ray, one of the greatest auteurs of

twentieth century cinema, was a Bengali motion-picture director, writer, and illustrator who set a new standard for Indian

cinema with his Apu Trilogy: Pather Panchali (Song of the Little Road) (1955), Aparajito (The Unvanquished) (1956), and

Apur Sansar (The World of Apu) (1959). His work was admired for its humanism, versatility, attention to detail, and

skilled use of music. He was also widely praised for his critical and intellectual writings, which mirror his filmmaking in

their precision and wide-ranging grasp of history, culture, and aesthetics. Spanning forty years of Ray's career, these

essays, for the first time collected in one volume, present the filmmaker's reflections on the art and craft of the cinematic

medium and include his thoughts on sentimentalism, mass culture, silent films, the influence of the French New Wave,
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and the experience of being a successful director. Ray speaks on the difficulty of adapting literary works to screen, the

nature of the modern film festival, and the phenomenal contributions of Jean-Luc Godard and the Indian actor, director,

producer, and singer Uttam Kumar. The collection also features an excerpt from Ray's diaries and reproduces his

sketches of famous film personalities, such as Sergei Eisenstein, Charlie Chaplin, and Akira Kurosawa, in addition to film

posters, photographs by and of the artist, film stills, and a filmography. Altogether, the volume relays the full extent of

Ray's engagement with film and offers extensive access to the thought of one of the twentieth-century's leading Indian

intellectuals.

Greater Melbourne Street Directory, , 2007, 0909439281, 9780909439286. Made right here in Australia, the latest

edition of your favourite street directory is now available. It includes all of the features you have come to expect from

this premium publication such as coverage including Greater Melbourne, Geelong, Phillip Island, Healesville, Kinglake,

Gisbourne, Lorne, Bacchus Marsh, Wallan, and the Bellarine and Mornington Peninsulas. It is totally revised and fully

updated with over 730 additional street listings from Edition 34. Extended information includes the most comprehensive

public transport routes information, including detailed train, tram and bus routes as well as walking and bicycle tracks.

Detailed maps of all major universities are included, as well as Melbourne Airport, The Arts Precinct, Federation Square

and a Flemington Racecourse enlargement. Country touring maps extending as far west as Adelaide, and north as far as

Sydney will help you on your way when planning trips out of Melbourne. Melway Edition 35 is available in a Large Print

version.

Self-Healing for (Almost) Everything That Hurts: Secrets of Using Red Light Therapy on Acupressure Points to Heal

Yourself at Home, Marty Vanwinkle, Kathy Alba , 2005, 0970990944, 9780970990945. 

Developing Musical Intuitions: A Project-based Introduction to Making and Understanding Music, , Jeanne Shapiro

Bamberger, Armando Hernndez , 2000, 0195105729, 9780195105728. Users can discover their own musical knowledge

and build on it with the help of Impromptu, a groundbreaking software program for working with and reflecting on basic

musical objects and relations, which is packaged and integrated with the text." "The complete package for Developing

Musical Intuitions includes the text, Impromptu software installer on CD-ROM for Macintosh, an Impromptu user's guide,

and an audio CD of brief listening examples coordinated with the text and software.".

Million Dollar Diva: The Smart Woman's Guide to Getting Rich Safely, Tristi Pinkston, Brett Kitchen, Ethan Kap , 2012,

097943405X, 9780979434051. Finally-the woman's answer to growing rich safely! Women today face more money

challenges than ever before, from managing careers and families to finances-the demands on their time and resources

are increasing. Bad financial advice abounds, and it can be hard to know what to do. Award-winning author Tristi

Pinkston teams up with bestselling authors Brett Kitchen and Ethan Kap to bring you Million Dollar Diva. Experience

Tristi's real-life transformation from struggling in debt to million-dollar retirement! Imagine yourself living debt-free and
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building a million-dollar retirement safely and securely, so you can have total confidence in yourself and your future.

National Theatre Connections 2011: Plays for Young People, Sam Adamson, Alia Bano, Helen Blakeman, Noel Clarke,

Molly Davies, James Graham, Carl Grose, Katori Hall, Nell Leyson, Douglas Maxwell , 2011, 1408145685,

9781408145685. This brilliant new collection of ten plays for young people will prove indispensable to schools, colleges

and youth theatre groups. Specially commissioned by the National Theatre for the Connections Festival 2011 involving

200 schools and youth theatre groups across the UK and Ireland, each play is accompanied by production notes and

exercises. The Pied Piper re-imagined, the aftermath of genocide in Rwanda, witches in seventeenth century Norfolk, a

giant baby on the rampage, an extraordinary day in an ordinary school are just some of subjects covered in the thrilling

and varied new plays created by talented writers for young actors to perform in National Theatre Connections 2011. The

plays in this anthology offer a huge variety of stories and styles to ignite the imagination of young casts and creative

teams. Themes are both teenage and universal - ambition, dashed hopes, fear and confidence, loyalty and betrayal.

These new plays embrace a huge range for their inspiration: they plunder classics and imagine the future.

Stanford-Binet Picture Absurbities Subtest Test Prep Workbook: Stimulus Book, Aristotle Circle Staff, Aristotle Circle ,

2010, 0982992513, 9780982992517. 

The Ultimate Guide to University Success: Things You Need to Know Before and After You Get to College, John N. Nanni,

Thomas C. Wallace , 1995, 097743270X, 9780977432707. 

Girl Underground, Morris Gleitzman , 2005, 0141319003, 9780141319001. Trying to fit in at a posh new school is really

hard when your loving and lovable family also happen to be criminals. Bridget is succeeding pretty well and has even

made a friend, Menzies, the son of the federal Minister for National Development. Then she finds out about Menzies'

penfriend, Jamal, a refugee kid from Afghanistan held in a detention centre. When daring appeals to the government and

the prime minister himself fail to set Jamal and his sister free, Bridget and Menzies decide to take matters into their own

hands. Sometimes the only way to make things happen is to do them yourself. A story of friendship, courage and Iraqi

blenders from the best-selling author of Boy Overboard.

Masochism, , Gilles Deleuze, Leopold Sacher-Masoch (Ritter von) , 1971, 094229954X, 9780942299540. In his stunning

essay, Coldness and Cruelty, Gilles Deleuze provides a rigorous and informed philosophical examination of the work of

the late 19th-century German novelist Leopold von Sacher-Masoch. Deleuze's essay, certainly the most profound study

yet produced on the relations between sadism and masochism, seeks to develop and explain Masoch's "peculiar way of

'desexualizing' love while at the same time sexualizing the entire history of humanity." He shows that masochism is

something far more subtle and complex than the enjoyment of pain, that masochism has nothing to do with sadism; their

worlds do not communicate, just as the genius of those who created them - Masoch and Sade - lie stylistically,

philosophically, and politically poles a part.Venus in Furs, the most famous of all of Masoch's novels was written in 1870
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and belongs to an unfinished cycle of works that Masoch entitled The Heritage of Cain. The cycle was to treat a series of

themes including love, war, and death. The present work is about love. Although the entire constellation of symbols that

has come to characterize the masochistic syndrome can be found here - fetishes, whips, disguises, fur-clad women,

contracts, humiliations, punishment, and always the volatile presence of a terrible coldness - these do not eclipse the

singular power of Masoch's eroticism.

Rajendra Prasad, Rajendra Prasad , 2010, 0143068938, 9780143068938. Speeches by prominent political figures of post-

independent India on the political conditions of the times.

Conford: From Victoria to the Millennium, Mary Tyfield , 2001, 0953661601, 9780953661602. 

The Legacy of Islam, Sir Thomas Walker Arnold, Alfred Guillaume , 1960, . 

Senior's piggy bank: make your money last as long as you do : for seniors and their grown children, John Albert Stone ,

1992, 0963320300, 9780963320308. 

Hotbed in Tranquillity: Another Novel, R. W. White , 2010, 0976050064, 9780976050063. 

Remembering the Roman People: Essays on Late-Republican Politics and Literature, T. P. Wiseman , 2008, 0191617016,

9780191617010. In the Roman republic, only the People could pass laws, only the People could elect politicians to office,

and the very word republica meant 'the People's business'. So why is it always assumed that the republic was an

oligarchy? The main reason is that most of what we know about it we know from Cicero, a great man and a great writer,

but also an active right-wing politician who took it for granted that what was good for a small minority of self-styled 'best

people' (optimates) was good for the republic as a whole. T. P. Wiseman interprets the last century of the republic on the

assumption that the People had a coherent political ideology of its own, and that the optimates, with their belief in

justified murder, were responsible for the breakdown of the republic in civil war.

The Ant in the Cellar, Danielle Rosenblatt , 2008, 098015555X, 9780980155556. The Ant in the Cellar is a collectn of the

whackiest, fun-loving poems ever written and narrated by an ant that lives in the basement of an imaginary house, on an

imaginary street, in an imaginary town, where the day-to-day objects, animals and people are not as normal as they

appear. Even adults will enjoy this wonderful and crazy story, as it takes them back to being a child again. This is a very

endearing book for everyone aged one to one hundred-a book to be treasured and passed down through the family.

Finish In 4: 10 Steps to Graduating College in 4 Years, Miguel A. Gonzalez III, Miguel Gonzalez, 3rd , 2012, 0985169524,

9780985169527. e pub version

Tour De Life: From Coma to Competition, Saul Raisin, Dave Shields , 2007, 0974849227, 9780974849225. The story ofa

young bicycle racer who survived a horrifying crash in France in 2006, this trueaccount isinspirational forcycling

fans,those who have coped with brain and spinal cord injuries, and anyone whois uplifted by the heroic efforts of a come-

back kid. Already a seasoned veteran of adversity, Saul Raisin struggled in his teens with severe kyphosisexaggerated
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outward curvature of the spineandwent on tofight his wayto the elite levels of professional cycling. After his 2006

accident, no one thoughthe would live, let alone race again. Detailing the course of his recovery, Saul focuses onhis

parents'frantic navigation of the French health-care system, the frightening challenges that confront the families of

patients with brain injuries, and hisown journey back from pain and despair.

Cable Car to Catastrophe, Robert M. Quackenbush , 1985, 0131100327, 9780131100329. While riding a cable car in the

Alps, Miss Mallard witnesses a robbery at the retreat of the famed Madame Merganser.

Mechanics of Flow-induced Sound and Vibration: General Concepts and Elementary Sources, , , William K. Blake , 1986,

0121035018, 9780121035013. 

Close-up on Sunset Boulevard: Billy Wilder, Norma Desmond, and the Dark Hollywood Dream, Sam Staggs , 2003,

0312302541, 9780312302542. Classic storytelling about one of Hollywoods darkest masterpieces, Close-up on Sunset

Boulevard goes behind the scenes to reveal everything about the making of this movie and the larger-than-life

personalities of its creators and stars. Close-up on Sunset Boulevard features unforgettable anecdotes about every

player: from silent queen Gloria Swanson in her poignant comeback to the cheerful ingenue Nancy Olson (who had never

heard of the great and glamorous Gloria), from henpecked, handsome---and hungover---William Holden to the raucous

writing team of Billy Wilder and Charles Brackett. Close-up on Sunset Boulevard is a fascinating, unputdownable movie

history.

MummyMaze: The Tomb Treasures Maze Book, Elizabeth Carpenter , 2007, . 

Reflections of the Manning Valley - Times Two, Mave Richardson , 2003, 0957935714, 9780957935716. 

Chappell: The Master Batsman, , , 0959300619, 9780959300611. 

Results and Data - 2013 SMS: Specialties Matching Service 2013 Appointment Year, , 2013, . Results and data for the

2013 Appointment Year of the NRMP Specialties Matching Service

Gypsies' Christmas: A Christmas Play, Sheila E. N. Dunn , , . 

Conversations With Myself, Nelson Mandela , 2010, 0230755828, 9780230755826. Conversations With Myself is a

moving collection of letters, diary entries and other writing that provides a rare chance to see the other side of Nelson

Mandela's life, in his own voice: direct, clear, private. An international bestseller, Conversations With Myself is an

intensely personal book that complements his autobiography Long Walk to Freedom.In his foreword to Nelson Mandela's

book, President Barack Obama writes: 'Conversations With Myself does the world an extraordinary service in giving us [a]

picture of Mandela the man.'Conversations With Myself gives readers insight to the darkest hours of Nelson Mandela's

twenty-seven years of imprisonment and his troubled dreams in his cell on Robben Island. It contains the draft of an

unfinished sequel to Long Walk to Freedom, notes from Madiba's famous speeches, and even doodles made during

meetings. There are photos from his life, journals written while on the run during the anti-apartheid struggles of the early
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1960s, and conversations with friends in almost 70 hours of recorded interviews. An intimate journey from the first

stirrings of his political conscience to his galvanizing role on the world stage, Conversations With Myself is an

extraordinary glimpse of the man behind one of the world's most beloved public figures.'More revealing of the man than

his autobiography Long Walk to Freedom - and in many respects more moving as well' F.W. De Klerk'A book that breaks

the heart and then makes it sing' Andrew Rawnsley, Observer Books of the Year'Intensely moving, raw and unmediated,

told in real time with all the changes in perspective that brings, over the years, mixing the prosaic with the momentous.

Health concerns, dreams, political initiatives spill out together, to provide the fullest picture yet of Mandela.' Peter

Godwin, Observer

Francis Upritchard: In Die Hhle, Francis Upritchard, Andrs Plffy, David Stephen Mitchell , 2010, . 

Kingdom Rising: Making the Kingdom Real in Your Life, Todd Bentley , 2011, 0768494737, 9780768494730. Kingdom

Rising comprises teachings that came about through Todd's popular Kingdom School lessons and CD's and also more

recent rhema words, visions, and encounters he has since had concerning the advancement of the kingdom of God and

the reality of on earth as it is in heaven now. Scripture teaches us that Christ's kingdom is within us and all around us.

When Jesus showed His disciples how to pray, He spoke directly to His Father, Your kingdom come. Your will be done on

earth as it is in heaven (Matt. 6:9). God wants us to learn how to bring the reality of the kingdom of heaven right into

our midst here on earth, as Jesus did! This radical and biblically sound teaching will ignite a roaring passion for Jesus in

the hearts of believers for the glory of God. Readers will discover how to access the realm of as it is in heaven in every

earthly circumstance. They will discover the gospel of power and the very dynamics of being a kingdom ambassador with

the power and the authority to cast out devils, heal the sick, and raise the dead. They will discover and learn how to

access every spiritual inheritance that God has promised is ours, but most of all, Kingdom Invasion prepares us to

passionately introduce the lost to Jesus in a way that deeply touches them. It compels God's children to present the

kingdom of God in power everywhere. This is the appointed time the set time to take the kingdom of God into the streets

and invite the poor, the sick, the blind, and the captive, to come to Jesus' banqueting table. Kingdom Invasion equips

believers for this glorious task. 

The Other Side of the Door, Vietnam: And Other Poetry, Rosemary J. Schmidt , 1991, 0962861138, 9780962861130. 

Geography: A Book of Revision Tests, Susan Mayhew, Stephen Coote , 1987, 0140770313, 9780140770315. 

Living with Soul: An Old Soul's Guide to Life, the Universe and Everything, Vol. Two, Tony Stubbs , 2006, 1893302865,

9781893302860. Volume Two of Stubbs' comprehensive spiritual and metaphysical 2-book compendium explores

reincarnation, out-of-body experiences, death, near-death experiences, life on the "other side" and many other multi-

dimensional forms of human existence that, as Stubbs explains, "are all part of learning how to honor who you really are:

a spiritual being in a physical body." Stubbs also demonstrates how to work with individual energy patterns or bio-
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rhythms and use some of the many energy tools and technologies currently available for balancing the physical, mental,

emotional and spiritual body systems. Volume Two delivers new information about human life in relation to the cosmos

and explains why it has been so difficult for global leaders to publicly acknowledge extraterrestrial presence. Writes

Stubbs: "We are part of a vast and wonderful universe. As the mystics have always known and science is currently

discovering, it is much more than can be seen, heard and touched. And so are we.

Natural Progesterone: The World's Best Kept Secret, Jenny Birdsey , 2004, 0957955227, 9780957955226. 

Katisha: Spiritual Warfare, Sheri Hauser , 2006, 0976671891, 9780976671893. 

Criminology& Criminal Justice Pkg, , 2009, . 

How to Talk So Kids Can Learn at Home and in School, Adele Faber, Elaine Mazlish, Lisa Nyberg, Rosalyn Anstine

Templeton , 2003, 1853407046, 9781853407048. 

Hate Crimes : Criminal Law and Identity Politics: Criminal Law and Identity Politics, New York University Center for

Research in Crime and Justice James B. Jacobs Director, New York University Center for Research in Crime and Justice

Kimberly Potter Director , 1998, 0199774552, 9780199774555. In the early 1980s, a new category of crime appeared in

the criminal law lexicon. In response to concerted advocacy-group lobbying, Congress and many state legislatures passed

a wave of "hate crime" laws requiring the collection of statistics on, and enhancing the punishment for, crimes motivated

by certain prejudices. This book places the evolution of the hate crime concept in socio-legal perspective. James B.

Jacobs and Kimberly Potter adopt a skeptical if not critical stance, maintaining that legal definitions of hate crime are

riddled with ambiguity and subjectivity. No matter how hate crime is defined, and despite an apparent media consensus

to the contrary, the authors find no evidence to support the claim that the United States is experiencing a hate crime

epidemic--instead, they cast doubt on whether the number of hate crimes is even increasing. The authors further assert

that, while the federal effort to establish a reliable hate crime accounting system has failed, data collected for this

purpose have led to widespread misinterpretation of the state of intergroup relations in this country. The book contends

that hate crime as a socio-legal category represents the elaboration of an identity politics now manifesting itself in many

areas of the law. But the attempt to apply the anti-discrimination paradigm to criminal law generates problems and

anomalies. For one thing, members of minority groups are frequently hate crime perpetrators. Moreover, the underlying

conduct prohibited by hate crime law is already subject to criminal punishment. Jacobs and Potter question whether hate

crimes are worse or more serious than similar crimes attributable to other anti-social motivations. They also argue that

the effort to single out hate crime for greater punishment is, in effect, an effort to punish some offenders more seriously

simply because of their beliefs, opinions, or values, thus implicating the First Amendment. Advancing a provocative

argument in clear and persuasive terms, Jacobs and Potter show how the recriminalization of hate crime has little (if any)

value with respect to law enforcement or criminal justice. Indeed, enforcement of such laws may exacerbate intergroup
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tensions rather than eradicate prejudice.

Bankers & Payments: The European Perspective, Ron Nevans , 1986, 0948394072, 9780948394072. 

Between Heaven and Hell, Britt Lundquist , 2003, 0972780904, 9780972780902. Fact and fantasy collide in this intensely

colorful pop photography book featuring a number of comedians. A DVD featuring behind the scenes and mockumentary

footage of Lundquist from the view of her crew and comedians is an entertaining bonus. Lundquists playful sense of

humor and creativity of the surreal all with a love for art.

From biblical interpretation to human transformation: reopening the past to actualize new possibilities for the future :

essays honoring Herman C. Waetjen, Douglas R. McGaughey, Cornelia Cyss Crocker , 2006, 0977613003,

9780977613007. 

Creating Authenticity: Meaningful Questions for the Minds & Souls of Today's Leaders, Volume 2, Greg Giesen , 2002,

0972111417, 9780972111416. The most effective leaders are those who lead by a set of core values that reflect both

who they want to be in the world and the contribution that they want to make. These leaders show up in all endeavors

as the same person guided by the same principles. They truly want to make a difference in the world and in the lives of

those they touch. This book of 200 powerful, thought-provoking questions provides the avenue to help all leaders better

understand themselves and who they are as leaders.

Regional Strategic Framework for Northern Ireland, Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons. Northern Ireland

Grand Committee, Roger Gale , 1998, . 

Inside Guide to Sacramento: The Hidden Gold of California's Capital, Karen M. Flynn , 2000, 0964315076,

9780964315075. 

A Son Is a Son Till He Gets a Wife, Anne Kathryn Killinger, Parson's Porch , 2010, 0982633750, 9780982633755. 

Introduction to Legal Studies, Vincent Kazmierski , 2010, 1553222288, 9781553222286. 

A Summer in the High Sierra, Laurence Brauer , 2011, 0972326987, 9780972326988. A Summer in the High Sierra is

based on Laurence Brauer's journal of a 38-day solo round trip backpacking through the timberline country from

Yosemite to Kings Canyon. Traveling outside cultural and religious doctrines, Brauer examines the assumptions of human

societies and find that neither the rational deconstructions of science nor the leap of faith of religion contain the breadth

and depth of nature's message. Seeing beyond our dualistic doctrines, he redefines our concepts of human nature,

evolution, and spirituality. The book features 96 full-color photographs illustrating the journey, which took the author

along sections of the John Muir Trail, High Sierra Trail, and off-trail locations. An Epilogue recounting a ten-day trip one

year later and an Afterword recounting a short return trip to Vogelsang in which the author reassesses the previous ten

years are also included.

Consumer Price Indices (Jun 2001), Office of National Statistics Staff , 2001, . 
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The History of Government from the Earliest Times, Samuel Edward Finer , 1999, . 

Visual Feast POSTER, A. Boxer , 1991, . 

Patrimony: A True Story, Philip Roth , 1992, 0099914301, 9780099914303. Patrimony, a true story, touches the

emotions as strongly a anything Philip Roth has ever written. Philip Roth watches as his eighty-six-year-old father -

famous for his vigour, his charm, and his repertoire of Newark recollection - battles with the brain tumour that will kill

him. The son, full of love, anxiety and dread, accompanies his father through each fearful stage of his final ordeal, and,

as he does so, discloses the survivalist tenacity that has distinguished his father's long, stubborn engagement with life.

Tales of Erotic Fantasy, Richard K. Floyd , 1986, 0961606010, 9780961606015. 

Making Scrapbooks: Complete Guide to Preserving Your Treasured Memories, Vanessa-Ann , 1998, 0806999004,

9780806999005. The joyous announcement of a baby's birth. A wedding invitation. Rare family photographs. All these

precious memories and fragile keepsakes deserve careful safeguarding in a beautiful personalized scrapbook. This unique

volume shows you how to do the job right. To make sure your book will last a long time, and avoid irreparable damage

to your photos, read the introduction on handling, archiving, and even buying materials before you get started. Calculate

page measurements, crop pictures, and even track down your family tree. Embellish the book with decoupage,

embossing, applique, pop-up pictures, and hand-tinting. You'll find scrapbooks for every occasion, complete with

patterns. Make a sweet book for baby, or something special to give an older daughter. Celebrate someone's high school

years, or commemorate a wedding. It even includes scrapbook alternatives like treasure boxes. What better way to have

and to hold those images, moments, and memories from the past -- and to enjoy them in the future? A Selection of

BOMC's Crafters Choice Book Club and Rodale's Book Clubs.

Understanding Street Drugs: A Handbook of Substance Misuse for Parents, Teachers and Other Professionals, David

Emmett, Graeme Nice , 2005, 1846424496, 9781846424496. This fully updated edition of the essential reference

Understanding Drugs provides a complete overview of the key facts and core issues surrounding substance misuse. All

commonly-used street drugs are covered, with quick reference guides, helpful diagrams and clear information on each

drug's effects, methods of use, legal status, availability, treatment options and associated slang. This edition includes

new sections on ketamine, `date-rape' drugs, and over-the-counter opiate-based drugs, and recent findings on the long-

term effects of cannabis and its potential medicinal use, and discussion of the legalisation debate. This comprehensive

handbook is an essential reference for teachers, social workers, youth workers, residential home managers, policy makers

and parents, enabling readers to recognise drug misuse and confidently offer information and guidance. A companion

volume, Understanding Drug Issues: A Photocopiable Resource Workbook is also available from Jessica Kingsley

Publishers.

Police and Magistrates' Courts Act 1994 (Commencement No. 7 and Transitional Provisions) (Scotland) Order 1995:
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Police, Great Britain, Stationery Office, The, Great Britain. Scottish Office , 1995, 0110548892, 9780110548890. 

The Incredible January Effect: The Stock Market's Unsolved Mystery, Robert A. Haugen , 1992, 1556238711,

9781556238710. Based on historical research, the authors show readers that certain kinds of securities have been

producing unaccountably high returns during the first month of the year for decades. The Incredible January Effect

shows how to implement an investment strategy to capture the benefits of the January effect; and which investment

opportunities are most lucrative in the following categories: financial futures, index options, mutual funds, or common

stocks.

Cool tobacco, sweet coca: teachings of an Indian sage from the Columbian Amazon : a bilingual edition of Jrue Diona,

Rirue Jibina, Hiplito Candre, Hiplito Candre-Kinerai , 1996, 0952730219, 9780952730217. 

Teaching French As a Multicultural Language: The French-Speaking World Outside of Europe, John D. Ogden , 1981,

0155992465, 9780155992467. 

The Welsh Language in the Media, Rhodri ap Dyfrig, Elin Haf Gruffydd Jones, George Jones , 2006, 0955605806,

9780955605802. 

Haircoloring, Certified Learning in Cosmetology, Incorporated , 2007, . 

Theodyssey: Desire. Conversation one, David V. Smith , 2007, . 

The King's Spy, , Andrew Swanston , 2012, 0593068866, 9780593068861. Summer, 1643 England is at war with itself.

King Charles I has fled London, his negotiations with Parliament in tatters. The country is consumed by bloodshed. For

Thomas Hill, a man of letters quietly running a bookshop in the rural town of Romsey, knowledge of the war is limited to

the rumours that reach the local inn. When a stranger knocks on his door one night and informs him that the king's

cryptographer has died, everything changes. Aware of Thomas's background as a mathematician and his expertise in

codes and ciphers, the king has summoned him to his court in Oxford. On arrival, Thomas soon discovers that nothing at

court is straightforward. There is evidence of a traitor in their midst. Brutal murder follows brutal murder. And when a

vital message encrypted with a notoriously unbreakable code is intercepted, he must decipher it to reveal the king's

betrayer and prevent the violent death that failure will surely bring.

Angelkiller, H. David Blalock , 2011, 0983740232, 9780983740230. 

Psycho Mathematics: The Key to the Universe, William B. Conner , 1983, 0960353674, 9780960353675. 

Mackinnon's Bride, Tanya A. Crosby , 1996, 0380776820, 9780380776825. Outraged by the Scottish sovereign who has

kidnapped his young son, Highlands chieftain Iain MacKinnon retaliates by abducting his enemy's tempestuous daughter

Page and falls in love with her when his plan backfires. Original.

The Effective Way to Stop Drinking, Beechy Colclough , 2009, 0141030410, 9780141030418. Alcohol is one of the most

seductive drugs available to us: it makes us feel relaxed, confident and content, although we may know we are none of
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those things. While heavy drinkers may be concerned about their habit, social and moderate drinkers may not wish to

give up but may want to cut down or ensure that their drinking does not get out of hand. This sympathetic and

authoritative book gives readers advice on how to assess whether they have a drinking problem and, if so, what to do

about it. By examining the reasons why people drink and exploding the myths surrounding alcoholism, Beechy Colclough,

himself a reformed alcoholic, suggests ways drinkers can change their attitudes and habits in order to move on.

The Lamorna Wink.: A Richard Jury Mystery., Martha Grimes , 2000, 0140293612, 9780140293616. With his good friend

Richard Jury on a fool's errand in Northern Ireland, Melrose Plant tries in vain to escape his aunt and his Long Piddleton

lethargy by fleeing to Cornwall. There he rents a house furnished with tragic memories.

Blessedly Budgeted Women's Events: Cheaper Ways to Do Everything Related to Women's Events in Churches, Judy

Woodward Bates , 2007, 0976616602, 9780976616603. 

Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine, J. Murray Longmore, Ian Boden Wilkinson, Supraj R. Rajagopalan , 2004,

0198525583, 9780198525585. The Oxford Handbook of Clinical Medicine covers all areas of internal medicine and

provides rapid, on-the-spot access to evidence-based clinical management. Its characteristic style - combining incisive

guidance with wit, a lucid style, and memorable epigrams - has been popular with generations of medical students and

junior doctors the world over. There are a host of new features in this edition: new sections on common acute medical

symptoms, and clinical skills; a new 'cheat sheet' on commonly used drugs; more colour plates, and more ECGs. There

are numerous other updates and improvements throughout, many suggested by extensive market research. The pages

have been redesigned in full colour. A new junior coauthor has ensured that the text is just right for its market and tells

medicine 'as it is'; and a panel of senior readers has approved every section. The OHCM is an utterly reliable 'friend in the

pocket', any time of the day or night!

Battling Through Depression: Letters to a Christian Battling Through Depression, Alan Greenbank , 1989, 0947788409,

9780947788407. 

Gift and Mystery: On the Fiftieth Anniversary of My Priestly Ordination, John Paul II , 1999, 0385493711,

9780385493710. "In Gift and Mystery we read 'For every priest, in every age, the greatest task is each day to discover

his own priestly "today" in the "today" of Christ.' John Paul II understands that the event of the Incarnation of Jesus

Christ in world history continues daily in a special way in the priestly brotherhood of those who have been chosen to

follow in his footsteps--and indeed in every man and woman, all called through the gift of faith to a life of holiness. In

concluding Gift and Mystery, the pope writes to his brother priests, 'Learn to see in your priesthood the Gospel treasure

for which it is worth giving up everything.' Surely in the life of this pope we see an extraordinary example of someone

who has treasured the gift of his priestly ministry for more than fifty years."- From the foreword of Carl A. Anderson,

Supreme Knight, Knights of Columbus
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Perspectives on John Philip Sousa, Jon Newsom , 1983, 0160040183, 9780160040184. 

GPS, Thomas G. Bandy , 2011, 0986903019, 9780986903014. Travelers get up in the morning and ask three questions.

Where am I now? Where am I going? What do I need to take with me? The same three questions apply to the Christian

pilgrimage in daily living.Here is a clear and profound explanation of the three great anxieties that dog our footsteps

every day, and the spiritual methodology through which we become open to the intimacy of God. Pilgrims go beyond the

abbreviated "Serenity Prayer" that is so well known, to explore the entire prayer that has ancient origins.Learn how to

reach up through intimate beginnings, life struggles, and spiritual coaching to experience Jesus Christ (fully human) ...

the giver of hope for the hopeless, healing for the broken, and guidance for the lost.Learn how to see Christ (fully divine)

reaching down through infinite beginnings, justice, and reason ... the giver of fresh beginnings, vindication, and

dependable order.At different times, in different ways, each one of us lives life on-the-edge and life-in-between, but

through it all we can occasionally experience life-at-peace. This book helps travelers support one another as a pilgrim

band of true friends. Together we can find the way and arrive at a holy destination.

The Rise and Fall of the House of Bo, John Garnaut , 2012, 014356935X, 9780143569350. 2013 Walkley Book Award

Finalist When news of the murder trial of prominent Communist Party leader Bo Xilai's wife reached Western attention, it

was apparent that, as with many events in the secretive upper echelons of Chinese politics, there was more to the story.

Now, as the Party's 18th National Congress oversees the biggest leadership transition in decades, and installs the Bo

family's long-time rival Xi Jinping as president, China's rulers are finding it increasingly difficult to keep their poisonous

internal divisions behind closed doors. Bo Xilai's breathtaking fall from grace is an extraordinary tale of excess, murder,

defection, political purges and ideological clashes going back to Mao himself, as the princeling sons of the revolutionary

heroes ascend to control of the Party. China watcher John Garnaut examines how Bo's stellar rise through the ranks

troubled his more reformist peers, as he revived anti-'capitalist roader' sentiment, even while his family and associates

enjoyed the more open economy's opportunities. Amid fears his imminent elevation to the powerful Standing Committee

was leading China towards another destructive Cultural Revolution, have his opponents seized their chance now to

destroy Bo and what he stands for? The trigger was his wife Gu Kailai's apparently paranoid murder of an English family

friend, which exposed the corruption and brutality of Bo's outwardly successful administration of the massive city of

Chongqing. It also led to the one of the highest-level attempted defections in Communist China's history when Bo's right-

hand man, police chief Wang Lijun, tried to escape the ruins of his sponsor's reputation. Garnaut explains how this

incredible glimpse into the very personal power struggles within the CCP exposes the myth of the unified one-party state.

With China approaching superpower status, today's leadership shuffle may set the tone for international relations for

decades. Here, Garnaut reveals a particularly Chinese spin on the old adage that the personal is political. 'Illuminating . .

. By far the most carefully researched and sober analysis of a scandal that has fascinated the world' - New York Review
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of Books 'Garnaut's father was the Australian ambassador to Beijing, so he knows the scene and has connections that lift

his account above other instant rivals . . . A brave attempt to crack the code of a closed society' - Sunday Times (UK) 'His

insight is unique and well applied to this extraordinary, intergenerational set of events that Hollywood couldn't dream up

if it tried' - ABC Radio, Sydney

The Canadian bed & breakfast guide, Gerda Pantel , 1996, 0140257519, 9780140257519. Completely updated, this

guide contains comprehensive listings of B&Bs in each Canadian province, including both small towns and cities, photos

of almost every B&B, as well as complete descriptions--rates, types of rooms, meals, services, and special features. It

also includes maps of each province and directions to the B&Bs, along with information on area tourist attractions.

Annual Editions: Drugs, Society, and Behavior 08/09, Hugh Wilson , 2008, . This Twenty-Third Edition of ANNUAL

EDITIONS: DRUGS, SOCIETY, AND BEHAVIOR provides convenient, inexpensive access to current articles selected from

the best of the public press. Organizational features include: an annotated listing of selected World Wide Web sites; an

annotated table of contents; a topic guide; a general introduction; brief overviews for each section; a topical index; and

an instructors resource guide with testing materials. USING ANNUAL EDITIONS IN THE CLASSROOM

(ISBN-13:9780073301907/ISBN-10:0073301906)is offered as a practical guide for instructors. ANNUAL EDITIONS titles

are supported by our student website, www.mhcls.com/online.

Precalculus, Michael Sullivan , 2002, 0130412147, 9780130412140. A proven motivator for readers of diverse

mathematical backgrounds, this book explores mathematics within the context of real life using understandable, realistic

applications consistent with the abilities of any reader. Graphing techniques are emphasized, including a thorough

discussion of polynomial, rational, exponential, and logarithmic functions and conics. Includes Case Studies; New design

that utilizes multiple colors to enhance accessibility; Multiple source applications; Numerous graduated examples and

exercises; Discussion, writing, and research problems; Important formulas, theorems, definitions, and objectives; and

more. For anyone interested in precalculus.

Eff Tchg W/Bridges and Resrc, ANONIMO, Borich , 2003, 0131602357, 9780131602359. 

Macho Sluts: A Little Sister's Classic, Patrick Califia, Wendy Chapkis , 2009, 1551522608, 9781551522609. When it was

first published in 1988, Patrick Califia'sMacho Sluts, a collection of S/M stories set in San Francisco's dyke bathhouses, sex

parties, and S/M gay bars, shocked the lesbian community and caused an upheaval in the field of queer publishing.

Nobody had ever written so frankly about the kinky potential of woman-to-woman sex (and nobody has ever done it any

better). If any book is responsible for the formation of the modern lesbian leather community, this one is it. Despite its

graceful language, imaginative scenarios, and abundant humor, the lesbian press trashedMacho Sluts, and it became a

focal point for the infamous legal battles between Canada Customs and Little Sister's, the gay and lesbian bookstore. But

readers loved it, and to this dayMacho Slutsremains a vital and moving classic that still has the power to educate,
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radicalize, and expand our notions of the body's potential to provide us with pleasure, pain, and love. This new edition,

part of Arsenal Pulp Press' Little Sister's Classics series resurrecting classics of LGBT literature, includes a new afterword

by the author, and an introduction by Wendy Chapkis, a professor of sociology and women and gender studies at the

University of Southern Maine in Portland. Patrick Califiahas written many books about radical sex, queer communities,

and the repression of desire. Almost ten years ago, Califia transitioned from female to male; he now lives as a bisexual

transman in San Francisco.

The Broke Man's Survival Guide: 50 Clever Strategies to Use When You Are Unemployed, Underpaid Or Just Dead Broke

and Can't Pay Your Bills, A. M. Harris , 2005, 0976268000, 9780976268000. 

Wealthy Corinth: a history of the city to 338 BC, J. B. Salmon , 1984, 019814833X, 9780198148333. 

Annie Begins, Michelle Toth , 2011, 0983150508, 9780983150503. At almost 29, Annie Thompson is as brilliant in

business as she is disastrous in relationships. It's the dawn of the dot-com boom, and Annie is determined to make it big.

But her single-minded focus on work is put to the test when the man of her dreams announces that his wife is divorcing

him, and designates Annie "the best listener he knows." Suddenly she's juggling his mixed signals and her

entrepreneurial ambitions-not to mention a complicated friendship with her new supervixen of a roommate. Annie's

pursuit of Mr. Tall, Dark and Barely Available takes a turn for the unexpected when her young, terminally ill cousin, April,

makes it her mission to find Annie a husband. But the fiance April picks is definitely not the kind of man Annie would

have chosen. Now, Annie has to ask herself what exactly she wants and values most deeply in a man-and in herself.

Psychological Types on the Psychology of Individualization, Jung C G , 1923, 0195008782, 9780195008784. 

Educating young children: active learning practices for preschool and child care programs, Mary Hohmann, David P.

Weikart, High/Scope Educational Research Foundation , 1995, 0929816919, 9780929816913. 

Dark Mountain, Volume 2, , Dark Mountain Project , 2012, 0956496016, 9780956496010. 

Christmas Tree Memories, Aliki , 1994, 0064433692, 9780064433693. On Christmas Eve, a family gathers around the

tree and reminisces about the many wonderful and varied ornaments they have gathered over the years. Some are

homemade, others are gifts from family and friends, but all evoke warm and cozy memories of days spent together. "A

wonderful book for families to share".--School Library Journal. Full color.

Exploration: Non-Fiction : Year 5 Explorers and Discoveries, Rebecca Heddle , 2001, 0199174512, 9780199174515.

Exploration - the history of exploration seen from a new angle, explaining why people want to explore new places and

novel ideas, how they prepare for expeditions and investigations, and how their discoveries have changed the world. Text

types : report/explanation, recount. An exciting set of information books on popular topics, with titles which will appeal to

boys in particular, ideal for guided reading and for studying examples of text types. Fits the range of NLS requirements

forYears 5 and 6.
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Clerk and Lindsell on Torts, John Frederic Clerk , 2006, 0421919302, 9780421919303. 

Canada Revisited 8: Confederation, the Development of Western Canada, a Changing Society, Shelly Bryan-Darragh,

Arnold, Phyllis A , 2001, . 

The Real Love: A Scriptural Standard of Protection, Hurd, Frederick M. , 1989, 0962422002, 9780962422003. 

TCP/IP sockets in Java [electronic resource]: practical guide for programmers, ISSN 1555-6956, Kenneth L. Calvert,

Michael J. Donahoo , 2008, 0123742552, 9780123742551. The networking capabilities of the Java platform have been

extended considerably since the first edition of the book. This new edition covers version 1.5-1.7, the most current

iterations, as well as making the following improvements:The API (application programming interface) reference sections

in each chapter, which describe the relevant parts of each class, have been replaced with (i) a summary section that lists

the classes and methods used in the code, and (ii) a ?gotchas? section that mentions nonobvious or poorly-documented

aspects of the objects. In addition, the book covers several new classes and capabilities introduced in the last few

revisions of the Java platform. New abstractions to be covered include NetworkInterface, InterfaceAddress,

Inet4/6Address, SocketAddress/InetSocketAddress, Executor, and others; extended access to low-level network

information; support for IPv6; more complete access to socket options; and scalable I/O. The example code is also

modified to take advantage of new language features such as annotations, enumerations, as well as generics and implicit

iterators where appropriate.Most Internet applications use sockets to implement network communication protocols. This

book's focused, tutorial-based approach helps the reader master the tasks and techniques essential to virtually all client-

server projects using sockets in Java. Chapter 1 provides a genral overview of networking concepts to allow readers to

synchronize the concepts with terminology. Chapter 2 introduces the mechanics of simple clients and servers. Chapter 3

covers basic message construction and parsing. Chapter 4 then deals with techniques used to build more robust clients

and servers. Chapter 5 (NEW) introduces the scalable interface facilities which were introduced in Java 1.5, including the

buffer and channel abstractions. Chapter 6 discusses the relationship between the programming constructs and the

underlying protocol implementations in more detail. Programming concepts are introduced through simple program

examples accompanied by line-by-line code commentary that describes the purpose of every part of the program. The

book's Web site contains many examples of command-based sockets-related code discussed throughout the book. No

other resource presents so concisely or so effectively the material necessary to get up and running with Java sockets

programming.KEY FEATURES* Focused, tutorial-based instruction in key sockets programming techniques allows reader

to quickly come up to speed on Java applications. * Concise and up-to-date coverage of the most recent platform (1.7)

for Java applications in networking technology* Provides code for all example programs via a companion Web site to let

the reader see the important objects and methods in context and to understand the purpose of each line of code.

Local and Personal Acts 1990, Great Britain. Statutory Publications Office, Stationery Office, The , 1992, 0118403168,
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9780118403160. 

The Overload Syndrome: Learning to Live Within Your Limits, Richard A. Swenson , 2014, 1615214623, 9781615214624.

Anyone living in today's society knows the struggle of trying to handle busyness. You feel tired, stressed, and burned out.

These symptoms are signs that you're suffering from the Overload Syndrome.This book examines where overload comes

from and what it can lead to while offering prescriptions to counteract its effects and restore time to rest and space to

heal.Find the secrets of time management while examining your priorities and seeking God's will.

Oxford Big Ideas Science 8: Australian Curriculum Interactive Workbook, Riza , , . 

Documentary Expression and Thirties America, William Stott , 1976, 0195020995, 9780195020991. "A comprehensive

inquiry into the attitudes and ambitions that characterized the documentary impulse of the thirties. The subject is a large

one, for it embraces (among much else) radical journalism, academic sociology, the esthetics of photography,

Government relief programs, radio broadcasting, the literature of social work, the rhetoric of political persuasion, and the

effect of all these on the traditional arts of literature, painting, theater and dance. The great merit of Mr. Stott's study lies

precisely in its wide-ranging view of this complex terrain."--Hilton Kramer," New York Times Book Review "[Scott] might

be called the Aristotle of documentary. No one before him has so comprehensively surveyed the achievement of the

1930s, suggesting what should be admired, what condemned, and why; no one else has so persuasively furnished an

aesthetic for judging the form."--"Times Literary Supplement

Self-promotion for Authors, Larry Moniz , 2007, 097970071X, 9780979700712. "Self-Promotion for Authors," a step-by-

step guide to promoting your next book in a professional manner. Learn how book publishing professionals maximize

their time and efforts to reach prospective purchasers. Written by Larry Moniz, an award-winning national publicist whose

clients included Coleco's Cabbage Patch Kids (for which the agency won a Silver Anvil Award, the highest accolade in

public relations) Harlequin Romances, Shorewood Fine Art Books and several authors.

About Carpet Maintenance: A "how To" on the Cleaning and Maintenance of Carpet, John Brown , 1994, 0952212919,

9780952212911. 

Rats on the Roof and Other Stories, James Marshall , 1991, 0140362770, 9780140362770. For use in schools and

libraries only. Seven stories deal with various animals, including a frog with magnificent legs, a hungry brontosaurus, a

mouse who gets married, and two dogs who send for a cat to get the rats off their roof.

Advances in International Maternal and Child Health, Derrick Brian Jelliffe, Patrice E. Jelliffe, Eleonore Florence Patrice

Jelliffe , 1986, 0192615815, 9780192615817. This volume investigates topics in the areas of changing patterns of child

health, the interdependency of mother and infant, the significance of breast feeding and weaning, and experimental and

traditional methods of training in relation to practical community problems.

Art Lessons: Meditations On The Creative Life, Alice G. Marquis, Steve Marquis , 1996, 0465004385, 9780465004386. 
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Mae West, Tim Malachosky, James Greene , 1993, 0963716948, 9780963716941. 

The Journey Inward, Stephanie Cox, Human Potential Institute of Ontario , 1989, 096943670X, 9780969436706. 

Touched by God: A Collection of Prayers & Reflections, Women's Community Bible Study of Atlanta , 1996, 0964085232,

9780964085237. 

The Army Pensions Warrant 1977: (supersedes The Army Pensions Warrant 1960 (WO Code No 13045)); Being the Royal

Warrant and Schedule Governing the Non Effective Pay of the Army (Service Retired Pay, Pensions Gratuities Etc), Great

Britain. Ministry of Defence , 2001, . 

Led Soldiers, Douglas Mayman , , . 

You Can Stop, Jacquelyn Rogers , 1978, 0671816136, 9780671816131. 

The Journal of Elias Hicks, Elias Hicks , 2009, 0979711053, 9780979711053. For 175 years, the prevailing image of Elias

Hicks has been a false one. His opponents in the Religious Society of Friends have successfully misrepresented him as

denying Christ and the scriptures. In his last year of life, Hicks reluctantly penned a reply to these charges, recounting in

his journal how God had ordered his life. But the published Journal was edited into a bland portrayal of one of the most

dynamic figures in Quaker history. Paul Buckley has meticulously compiled a new edition of The Journal of Elias Hicks

from the original manuscripts - most in Hicks' own handwriting - that restores more than 100 pages of missing material.

Unlawful Contact, Pamela Clare , 2008, 1101206225, 9781101206225. When a young woman disappears, journalist

Sophie Alton investigates and is led to the woman's brother, a convicted killer who is running from the law. Together,

they follow a dangerous path toward the truth-and unforgettable passion. 

The Geelong Swiss: A Record of Some 19th Century Families, Lorraine Phelan, Elaine Kranjc , 1995, 0958755418,

9780958755412. 

The Dorchester Group: puritanism and revolution, Ann Natalie Hansen , 1987, 0961349123, 9780961349127. The

chapter "Puritanism Moves South" (p.94-115) includes a discussion of the first migrations of Puritans to South Carolina

and Georgia in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

A Practical Guide to Estimating Industrial Hemp Gross Margins for Northern NSW and Queensland, , 1997, 0958555109,

9780958555104. 

Electronic Devices and Circuit Theory, Robert L. Boylestad, Louis Nashelsky , 1996, 0133945529, 9780133945522. 

They Sleep Beneath the Mockingbird: Biographies and Burial Sites of Mississippi Confederate Generals, Harold Cross , , . 

Criminal Law Guidebook, John Anderson, Mary Heath , 2010, 019556555X, 9780195565553. This new title in the Law

Guidebook Series comprehensively covers the common law jurisdictions of Victoria, NSW and SA. Although there is some

commonality in relation to underlying principles of criminal responsibility, offence categories and major defences across

Australia, there are also significant differences and this book provides students in these jurisdictions with the best
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possible resource to assist with their study of criminal law procedure. With its problem-solving focus, theCriminal Law

Guidebookbrings the law alive. Taking an incremental approach to learning, students are guided through the criminal law

and its procedures gradually so that they are not overwhelmed by the detail. The guidebook also uses practical

applications and everyday scenarios to enable students to develop key practical skills in analysis, problem-solving and

legal argument.

Collected Poems, Volume 2, , Jonathan Griffin , 1990, 0943373077, 9780943373072. 

BIOL2701: Experimental Design for Biology, , 2013, 1486009867, 9781486009862. 

A Glorious Year: Galway's 1998 Football Odyssey, Jack Mahon, Galway Football Team , 1998, 0953484203,

9780953484201. 

Fiscal year 1998 budget requests for the U.S. Fire Administration and the Office of the Associate Administrator for

Commercial Space Transportation: hearing before the Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, United States Senate ..., , United States. Congress. Senate.

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space , 1998,

0160564573, 9780160564574. 

Friends of the Bridegroom: Partnering with Christ in His Devotion to the Church, J. D. Simmons, J. Randolph Turpin ,

2006, . 

Performance '91: A "self Score" Guide to Business Performance in 1991 for Participating Sectors of the South African

Printing & Packaging Industry, National Productivity Institute, N.P.I., South African Printing Industries Federation , 1991,

0947015418, 9780947015411. 

Guhreten: A Fantasy, Alistair Jones , 2008, 0955541719, 9780955541711. 

Knights, priests & peasants: a history of Selbourne, Edward Yates , 2009, 095619530X, 9780956195302. 

View From An Apple Tree, Anna Sharon Logan , 2008, 0981576311, 9780981576312. This sometimes poignant,

sometimes humorous recounting of the lifelong struggle and sheer determination of Anna Sharon Logan in View From An

Apple Tree: A memoir of courage themes life as she knows it-the triumph of the spirit. This uplifting memoir is a

testament to the merit of perserverance.

The Centurion Principles, Jeff O'Leary , , 1418578932, 9781418578930. 

Five Elizabethan Tragedies, A. K. McIlwraith , 1938, 0192811193, 9780192811196. 

What Do You Know?, Humphrey M. Dobinson , 1979, 0174321392, 9780174321392. 

Reports of the Development Corporations, 31st March, 1985: Aycliffe, Basildon, Central Lncashire New Town, Milton

Keynes, Northampton, Peterborough, Peterlee, Redditch, Runcorn, Skelmersdale, Stevenage, Telford, Warrington and

Runcorn, Washington, , 1985, 0102583854, 9780102583854. 
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Budgets and Financial Management in Higher Education, Margaret J. Barr, George S. McClellan , 2010, 0470923156,

9780470923153. In today's challenging economic climate, college and university administrators need reliable financial

advice for helping their institutions thrive. Thoroughly revised and updated, this book is designed to help new

administrators understand and become more proficient in their financial management role within the institution. Written

in an accessible style, so that the book's guidance is immediatelyuseful, the book is grounded in the latest knowledge and

filled with illustrative examples from across all types of institutions. This is an ideal resource for courses in graduate

programs in higher education leadership and administration.

Physical Geography: A Landscape Appreciation, Darrel Hess , 2001, 0130413208, 9780130413208. Incorporating text

and art, this essential study tool contains chapter notes with key terms and page references, as well as questions for

review. 

The Art of Roland Wakelin, Leslie Walton, Roland Wakelin , 1987, 0947131000, 9780947131005. "This book on the art of

Roland Shakespeare Wakelin is an introduction to his life and work in Australia from 1912 until his death in 1971. I have

concentrated on his work in oils as this was his major interest throughout his life. However, his drawings and

watercolours are not to be considered less important..." --Preface.

A Study Guide to Accompany Physics for the Biological Sciences : a Topical Approach to Biophysical Concepts, F. R.

(Frederick Ross) Hallett, R. H. (Robert Henry) Stinson , 1989, . 

A Romance With the Landscape: Realism to Impressionism, Janie Margaret Welker, Linda Stratford , 2006, 0977954110,

9780977954117. Nineteenth-century France produced a cadre of artists whose first impulse was to escape the turmoil of

Paris and seek refuge in the countryside, where they created an art grounded in their fresh responses to the natural

world. Such artists as Charles Emile Jacque and Jean-Francois Millet discovered a quiet heroism and even a spiritual

quality in those working the land, while others, like Julien Dupr, featured attractive young laborers toiling in picturesque

settings that did not hint of hard work or the often harsh realities of agricultural labor. Social and political ideologies are

coded into the landscape in subtle ways in many paintings. Rarely seen paintings from public and private collections

illustrate the metamorphosis from the neoclassical ideal to the Modern over the course of the nineteenth century through

the lens of landscape art. Contributors include Gabriel P. Weisberg and Janet Whitmore.

To Friuli, from Canada with love: l'intervento canadese nella tragedia del Friuli, maggio 1976-aprile 1978, Gianni Angelo

Grohovaz , 1983, 0969136404, 9780969136408. 

A Road on the Long Ridge: In Search of the Ancient Highway on the Esker Riada, Hermann Geissel , 2006, 0954729528,

9780954729523. 

Lifetimes Worth of Caring: School-Based Young Carers Survey, Mary Gays , 2001, 0957902700, 9780957902701. 

The Neurology of Autism, Mary Coleman Clinical Professor of Pediatric Neurology Georgetown University School of
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Medicine (Emeritus) , 2005, 0198040210, 9780198040217. In Neurology of Autism, Mary Coleman, Catalina Betancur, G.

Robert DeLong, Christopher Gillberg, Yoshiko Nomura, Lorenzo Pavone, Martin Ruggieri, and Michele Zappella use the

tools of neurological analysis to address a number of the major questions that have arisen in the study of autism. The

answers they present have important implications for the direction of future autism research, diagnosis, and treatment.

What are the neurological signs and symptoms of autism? The latest information is presented here in an in-depth

discussion of epilepsy, cranial circumference, changes in muscle tone, stereotypies, and mutism found in children with

autism. In addition, a template is provided for practitioners to follow when conducting neurological examinations of a

child with autism. What are the best options for the treatment of autism? The current medical, educational, and

alternative therapies are thoroughly reviewed and evaluated. Is autism reversible? The question is explored for syndromic

autism, where diseases may have a transient autistic phase, and reviewed in detail for nonsyndromic autism. Is autism

primarily a single disease, as originally described by Leo Kanner? Research presented here suggests that autism is,

instead, a syndrome involving many disease entities. Has the incidence of autism been increasing in recent years? A

sophisticated, historical review of autisms prevalence rates suggests that it has never been rare. What is the relationship

between autism and Asperger syndrome? The latest evidence presented here sheds light on the degree to which both

syndromes share more than clinical characteristics; they also have some similar findings in imaging, neuropathological,

and genetic studies. Which components of the brains neural networks need to be impaired to cause the appearance of

autistic symptoms? Although there are many candidate regions, dysfunction of the cerebellum and its circuits is noted to

be of great interest. Student and professional researchers, practitioners, and parents will find this book to be a valuable

resource for both the latest information from basic-science research and its application to the diagnosis and treatment of

autism.

The Land of Lost Content: The Biography of Anthony Chenevix-Trench, Mark Peel , 1996, 1858214009, 9781858214009. 

Suttree, Cormac McCarthy , 1998, 0099771217, 9780099771210. 

, , , . 

Emergency Care Update Paper&active&wrkbk Pk, ANONIMO , 2006, 0132347997, 9780132347990. 

R.W. Ketton-Cremer: A Summary Catalogue of His Manuscripts, Notebooks, Correspondence and Related Papers at

Felbrigg Hall, Stephen Clarke , 1995, 0951011553, 9780951011553. 

The History of Rochford Hundred, Volume 2, Philip Benton , 1991, . 

The Enterprise Act 2002 (Part 9 Restrictions on Disclosure of Information) (Amendment and Specification) (No. 2) Order

2003, Great Britain , 2003, . Enabling power: Enterprise Act 2002, s. 238(5). Issued: 17.10.2003. Made: 02.10.2003.

Laid: 08.10.2003. Coming into force: 31.10.2003. Effect: 2002 c.40 amended. Territorial extent & classification:

E/W/S/NI. General
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The Ex-Files, Jane Moore , 2006, 009949843X, 9780099498438. Take one wedding, add several exes, and stir ...Fay

Parker is beautiful, successful - and worried she'll never find her perfect match. So when she meets a caring, good-

looking man who adores her, she casts aside any niggling doubts and accepts his proposal. In a bid to be modern and

grown-up, the bride and groom invite a potentially explosive mix of ex-boyfriends and girlfriends and Fay is determined

to enjoy her special day. But there's one person present who has other ideas ...

Ride with Me, Mariah Montana, Ivan Doig , 1991, 0140156070, 9780140156072. This greathearted novel is the finale of

Ivan Doig's passionate and authentic trilogy about the McCaskill family and their alluring Two Medicine country along the

hem of the northern Rockies. Jick McCaskill, the illustrious narrator of "English Creek," returns as the witty and moving

voice in this classic encounter with the American road and all the rewards and travails it can bring. Jick faces his family's

-- and his state's -- legacy of loss and perseverance from the vantage point of Montana's centennial in 1989 when his

daughter Mariah enlists him as Winnebago chauffeur to her and her ex-husband, the magnificently ornery and eloquent

columnist Riley Wright, when their news-paper dispatches them to dig up stories of the "real Montana." Just as the

centennial is a cause for reflection as well as jubilation, the exuberant travels of this trio bring on encounters with the

past in "memory storms" that become occasions for reassessment and necessary accommodations of the heart.

Encyclopedia of Matchbox Toys, Charlie MacK , 2002, 0764315714, 9780764315718. Die cast Matchbox toys from 1947

to mid-2001 pictured in 2447 photos and listed, including their popular playsets, dolls, plastic kits, robots, and ephemera,

all in one massive volume. The international scope of Matchbox toys is illustrated through catalogs, boxes, and labels on

toys printed in a dozen languages. The updated price guide is useful.

Fundamentals of Nursing: Caring and Clinical Judgment, Mary E. Stassi, Helen Harkreader, Mary Ann Hogan, Marshelle

Thobaben , 2007, 1416040714, 9781416040712. Master content from the textbook with this helpful study tool! Designed

to accompany Harkreader's Fundamentals of Nursing, 3rd Edition, this workbook will assist students in understanding and

applying material from each chapter in the text.

Tell Me Your Best Thing, Anna Grossnickle Hines , 1994, 0140364471, 9780140364477. Eight-year-old Sophie reluctantly

joins the new club formed by Charlotte, the class bully, and finds herself being hurt when her best friend is manipulated

into telling Sophie's darkest secret.

Welfare Benefits Up-Rating Act 2013, Part 16, Great Britain , 2013, 0105416134, 9780105416135. Welfare expenditure is

a significant driver of public spending, and the Government has made a commitment to deliver a more sustainable

welfare system. In the Autumn Statement 2012 (Cm. 8480, ISBN 9780101848022), it was announced that in light of the

national economic situation, certain working-age social security benefits and payments, and certain elements of tax

credits, would be up-rated by 1 per cent, rather than prices (as measured by the Consumer Prices Index ('CPI'), 2.2 per

cent), for the tax year 2013-14. The working-age social security benefits and payments in question are: the main rates of
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Income Support, Jobseeker's Allowance, Employment and Support Allowance and Housing Benefit; and the work-related

activity group component of Employment and Support Allowance; Maternity Allowance; and Statutory Adoption,

Maternity, Paternity and Sick Pay. Also for 2013-14, the Government has decided that the basic State Pension should be

up-rated by 2.5 per cent as under the 'triple lock' commitment.

T/E Comp Wkbk-Math Today 85 L3, Abbott , 1985, . 

Really Jazzy Pots: Glorious Gift Ideas, , 2005, 140272439X, 9781402724398. Those oh-so-ordinary red clay pots,

available everywhere, can be transformed into some of the most imaginative containers you'd ever want. Buy them on

the cheap, all sizes, then decorate them to enhance any space, indoors or out. Containers for plants are just the

beginning. Among the 42 projects are garden ornaments and patio accessories, tool caddies, lamp bases, wind chimes,

umbrella stands, kitchen canister sets, bath towel holders--even baking pans (complete with recipes). A colorful gallery

showcases the work of six talented designers, with patterns and assembly-diagram instructions so you can make them

yourself, and add your own distinctive touches. Techniques include painting, decoupage, stamping, and stenciling, as well

as more advanced methods such as crackling, antiquing, and distressing.  

Crossing the Rubicon: Celebrating the Human-Animal Bond in Life and Death, , 1999, 0967208505, 9780967208503. 

ScottForesman ESL.: Accelerating English Language Learning. 7, Volume 7, Cummins , 1997, 0673196992,

9780673196996. 

Mean Monthly Airflow at Low Levels Over the Western Indian Ocean, Issue 115, , J. Findlater , 1971, 0114002118,

9780114002114. 

Richard Burton, D. Jenkins, Sue Rogers , 1994, 0099255715, 9780099255710. 

Penthouse Audio: Three's Company, Editors of Soundserotic and Penthouse, Sounds Publishing Inc , 2006, 0977710580,

9780977710584. Three's Company offers imaginative tales of couples trying a little something (or someone) new.

Unleash your wild side with these provocative and passionate stories intended to excite the imagination with

sensationally, sexy fantasies. This spectacular series includes women surprising their partners with a little something

special, neighbors getting to know one another a bit better, and more. These stories are erotic and exceptionally arousing

in the best of the Penthouse tradition.

The Amphibians and Reptiles of New Hampshire, James Taylor , 1993, 0965215601, 9780965215602. 

Tess of the D'Urbervilles, Thomas Hardy , 1891, 0143115944, 9780143115946. Coming to PBS in January 2009- a

MasterpieceTM Classic production of Thomas Hardy's Tess of the D'Urbervilles Tess Durbeyfield knows what it is to work

hard and expect little. But her life is about to veer from the path trod by her mother and grandmother. When her ne'er-

do-well father learns that his family is the last of a long noble line, the d'Urbervilles, he sends Tess on a journey to meet

her supposed kin- a journey that will see her victimized by lust, poverty, and hypocrisy. With its sensitive depiction of one
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of literature's most admirable and tragic heroines and its powerful criticism of social convention, Tess of the D'Urbervilles

is one of the most moving and poetic of Thomas Hardy's novels. 

Legalizing drugs, Karin Swisher , 1996, 1565103785, 9781565103788. Essays present opposing views on the legalization

of drugs in the United States and discuss the possible effects of decriminalization on crime and drug abuse

The Official Martian-English Handbook: Be an Expert in "Martian" Without Studying, Clark K. Himeda , 1991,

0962172103, 9780962172106. 

Get Up Off Your Tail and Start Living Your Life: A Workbook for Identifying and Reaching Your #1 Goal, A.C.T.

Publications , 1997, 0966103505, 9780966103502. 

Lie Groups and Compact Groups, , ISSN 0076-0552, John F. Price , 1977, 0521213401, 9780521213400. The theory of

Lie groups is a very active part of mathematics and it is the twofold aim of these notes to provide a self-contained

introduction to the subject and to make results about the structure of Lie groups and compact groups available to a wide

audience. Particular emphasis is placed upon results and techniques which explicate the interplay between a Lie group

and its Lie algebra, and, in keeping with current trends, a coordinate-free notation is used. Much of the general theory is

illustrated by examples and exercises involving specific Lie groups.

e-Study Guide for: Organizational Behavior for the Hospitality Industry, Cram101 Textbook Reviews , 2012, 1467251275,

9781467251273. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines,

highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests for their textbook.

2006 Cultural Resource Directory, Betsy Krupnick , 2006, . 

Here We Come: Independent Reader, Hsp , 2002, 0153254777, 9780153254772. 

Making the best of it: following Christ in the real world, John Gordon Stackhouse , 2008, 0195173589, 9780195173581.

What should be the Christian's attitude toward society? When so much of our contemporary culture is at odds with

Christian beliefs and mores, it may seem that serious Christians now have only two choices: transform society completely

according to Christian values or retreat into the cloister of sectarian fellowship. In Making the Best of It, John Stackhouse

explores the history of the Christian encounter with society, the biblical record, and various theological models of cultural

engagement to offer a more balanced and fruitful alternative to these extremes. He argues that, rather than trying to

root up the weeds in the cultural field, or trying to shun them, Christians should practice persistence in gardening God's

world and building toward the New Jerusalem. Examining the lives and works of C. S. Lewis, Reinhold Niebuhr, and

Dietrich Bonhoeffer for example and direction, Stackhouse suggests that our mission is to make the most of life in the

world in cooperation with God's own mission of redeeming the world he loves. This model takes seriously the pattern of

God's activity in the Bible, and in subsequent history, of working through earthly means--through individuals,

communities, and institutions that are deeply flawed but nonetheless capable of accomplishing God's purposes. Christians
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must find a way to live in this world and at the same time do work that honors God and God's plan for us. In an era of

increasing religious and cultural tensions, both internationally and domestically, the model that Stackhouse develops

discourages the "all or nothing" attitudes that afflict so much of contemporary Christianity. Instead, he offers a fresh, and

refreshingly nuanced, take on the question of what it means to be a Christian in the world today.

Principles of Macroeconomics, Karl E. Case , 1998, 0132603993, 9780132603997. Case and Fair is the trusted

Macroeconomics text that teaches students through stories, graphs, and equations...and now, a new&emphasis on

excellence in assessment. & These two highly-respected economists and educators have revised this best-selling

Macroeconomics book to include more current topics and events while maintaining its hallmark feature of teaching

economics through stories, graphs, and equations; relevant to students with various learning styles (verbal, visual, and

numerical).

The Second World War. Volume 4 - The Hinge of Fate, Winston Leonard Spencer Churchill , 1951, . 

Alchemist and Other Plays, Ben Jonson , 1995, 0198121504, 9780198121503. This edition brings together Jonson's four

great comedies: Volpone, Epicene, The Alchemist, and Bartholomew Fair.

Reinforced Concrete: A Fundamental Approach, Edward G. Nawy , 2005, 013149757X, 9780131497573. Now updated to

reflect the latest ACI 318-05 Building Code, this cutting-edge book analyzes the design of reinforced concrete members

through a unique and practical step-by-step trial and adjustment procedure. Supplements narrative with flow charts to

guide readers logically through the learning process. Provides ample photographs of instructional testing of concrete

members to decrease the need for actual laboratory testing. Uses Strain Limits Design Method in all design examples as

mandated in the new code, using the new load factors and strangth reduction factors. Updates chapter on seismic design

of buildings to comply with the major changes to the ACI 318 Code and the new International Building Code provisions

on seismic design. Adds chapter on the LRFD design of bridge deck structures in accordance with AASHTP 2002,

including a summary of the various pertinent load and design provisions and equations. Offers an expanded section on

the strut-and-tie modeling for the design of reinforced concrete deep beams. A useful construction reference for

engineers.

American Global Strategy and the "war on Terrorism", Hall Gardner , 2005, 0754645126, 9780754645122. Contemporary

international events, and indeed even the US presidential election, demonstrate the continuing need for debate and

discourse over the direction and emphases of US foreign policy. AAAmerican Global Strategy and the War on Terrorism

AA, addresses a wide range of themes that are crucial to understanding the post-11 September, 2001 crisis and to

formulating an effective American and global foreign and security policy to deal with that crisis. Hall Gardner seeks to re-

conceptualize the 'war on terrorism' and to analyze the nature of American domestic and international policy-making

within the context of historical and structural constraints upon US policy. The book contends that US strategy needs to
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shift gears and work more diligently to minimize the risks of even wider regional conflicts, possibly involving major

powers, through engaging in truly multilateral strategies and through 'strengthening' the UN.

TI Games for Kids, Robert Ingalls , 1984, 0942386396, 9780942386394. Designed to Let Children Learn While They Are

Having Fun. Includes Games on Simple Problem Solving, Business Simulation & Geography

Shakespeare and the Lost Myth, Alan Hardill , 2002, 0954353706, 9780954353704. 

Shore Walk: Poem and Stories, Dorrie Morrison , 2002, 0958220352, 9780958220354. 

Rabbit Droppings: A.k.a. Autobiography of a Wabbit : the Offbeat Poetry, Humor & Memoirs of a Baby Boomer, Harvey T.

Rabbit , 2003, 0972905901, 9780972905909. CD of improvisational music & poetry is included with book!

An Acceptable Time, , Madeleine L'Engle , 2007, 1429994371, 9781429994378. A flash of lightning, quivering ground,

and, instead of her grandparents' farm, Polly sees mist and jagged mountains -- and coming toward her, a group of

young men carrying spears.Why has a time gate opened and dropped Polly into a world that existed 3,000 years ago?

Will she be able to get back to the present before the time gate closes -- and leaves her to face a group of people who

believe in human sacrifice?

"Go Home You Miners!": Fen Drayton and the L.S.A, Pamela Dearlove , 2007, 0955667801, 9780955667800. 

The Honk-Shoo House, LaFer , 2008, 0980081637, 9780980081633. 

Traditional Mori Legends, Warren Pohatu , 2008, 0143503332, 9780143503330. Nga Tai Korero means 'the currents of

speech', a reference to the Maori tradition of oral storytelling. In this colourful book, Warren Pohatu retells in simple form

fourteen Maori stories and myths that have been passed down over centuries - including old favourites like 'Maui and the

Fish', 'Paikea and the Whale', 'Tutanekai and Hinemoa', 'Ngatoroirangi', 'Rona and the Moon', and 'Maui and the Sun'. All

the stories are accompanied by Pohatu's vivid double-page illustrations.

The Housing Benefit (Amendment) Regulations 2010, Great Britain , 2010, 0111504074, 9780111504079. Enabling

power: Social Security Contributions and Benefits Act 1992, ss. 123 (1) (d), 130A (2) to (5), 137 (1), 175 (1) (3) (4) (5) &

Social Security Administration Act 1992, ss. 5 (2A) to (2C), 189 (1) (4), 191. Issued: 30.11.2010. Made: 24.11.2010.

Laid: 30.11.2010. Coming into force: 01.04.2011. Effect: S.I. 2006/213, 214 amended. Territorial extent & classification:

E/W/S. General

Sydney, Armenian Guide Book, , 1970, 0959958207, 9780959958201. 

Tudor and Stuart Britain, 1471-1714, Roger Lockyer , 1982, . 

, , , . 

The Black Bridge Road, Donald Allison , 2003, 0974000205, 9780974000206. A Midwestern boy's experiences growing

up somewhere beween the city and the country in the 1950's and sixties.

Excel for Engineers and Scientists, S. C. Bloch , 2003, 0471256862, 9780471256861. Using an informal, conversational
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style, this "how to" book guides beginning students from spreadsheet basics through the robust engineering and

scientific applications of EXCEL, including using EXCEL in the lab.Students learn how to compose structured, efficient,

documented workbooks with data entry cells, summary results and statistics cells, and commented cells. Throughout the

book, they'll find innovative techniques for composing spreadsheets, solving problems, analyzing data, and presenting

results that will help them in their courses and professional careers. End-of-Chapter problems not only show how to use

EXCEL, they also relate directly to topics in engineering and the sciences. Plus, a CD, which is packaged with the text,

contains sample workbooks, links to online EXCEL resources, and text updates via the book's web site.

This Is Geography, Book 1, , John Widdowson , 2006, 0340912197, 9780340912195. Less content, more learning! 'This

is Geography' is a major new course for the revised Geography curriculum for Key Stage 3 Geography. It helps you do

more learning with less content - precisely what the revised curriculum is about. 'This is Geography' is a major new

course for Key Stage 3 Geography aiming to raise standards of teaching and learning through covering less content but

doing more learning with it. It offers: -Focus: a streamlined scheme of work which focuses on the essentials and which

allows teachers to do in-depth work on real world topics that really matter to pupils - Worthwhile and significant tasks --

every unit builds, step by step, towards an engaging and significant final task. These tasks use the full range of learning

styles to provide something for all pupils. Equally important they progressively develop skills across the three year course.

- Integrated ICT -- embedded ICT tasks in the Pupil's Book are supplemented by a separate CD-ROM with interactive

eLearning activities to support each lesson with starters, plenaries, games and presentations. All the key visuals from the

pupils book are clickable and usable as you wish. The associated Teacher's Resource Book, available in print and as a CD-

ROM, supports this Pupil's Book with lesson plans and differentiated worksheets -- for homework and class work.The

lesson plans and worksheets are also provided on CD for you to edit and customise.

Fit to Try!, Cindy Bross , 1993, 0945872070, 9780945872078. 

Island Voices: An Anthology of Poetry, Camilla Lambert, West Wight Landscape Partnership, Poetry Society , 2010,

0956622402, 9780956622402. 

Personal Care at Home Bill: Revised Marshalled List of Amendments to be Moved in Committee, Great Britain: Parliament:

House of Lords , 2010, 0108467511, 9780108467516. Personal Care at Home Bill : Revised marshalled list of

amendments to be moved in Committee

Day of Al'Akbar: Standard Module I9, Allen Hammack, Wizards of the Coast , 1986, . 

Straight Outta East Oakland: If You Don't Know, You'd Better Ask Somebody, Harry Louis Williams, II , 2008,

0978913302, 9780978913304. Firstborn Walker is a book worm who dreams of attending one of America's most

competitive universities. When his best friend is shot through the forehead with a hollow tip bullet, his desire to flee the

mean streets only intensifies. Unemployed, he turns to the only person who can help him secure the money he'll need to
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supplement his scholarship, a childhood friend known as "Drama." Drama is a charismatic, ultra-violent block hog, an

East Oakland crack dealer who makes his living with a triple beam scale and an Uzi submachine gun. So, Firstborn

becomes a member of the Black Christmas Mob. Now the community college valedictorian must struggle to survive in a

game laced with gold diggers, contract killers, hard hitters, marks, knocks, snitches and infiltrators; a world where

witness tampering, blinding violence, safehouses, and a relentless cop named "the Hawk" become his new reality.

Bhabha and His Magnificent Obsessions, Ganesan Venkataraman , 1994, 8173710074, 9788173710070. Life and work of

Homi Jehangir Bhabha, 1909-1966, Indian physicist.

A Fabled Land: The Story of Canterbury's Famous Mesopotamia Station - 150 Years of Station Life, Bruce Ansley, Peter

Bush , 2012, 187746063X, 9781877460630. The historic Mesopotamia Station is located in mid-Canterbury at the

headwaters of the magnificent Rangitata gorge. 'Mesopotamia', named by Samuel Butler in 1860, means 'the land

between two rivers': it lies between the Rangitata and Forest Creek rivers. Author Bruce Ansely has brilliantly captured

the spirit of this great sheep station: from the early pioneers who first braved its harsh winters and searing summers to

the ingenuity and drive of the present-day owners, the Prouting family. His description of the landscape is at once poetic

and immediate and magnificent, taking the reader right to the heart of the high country. The Mesopotamia story gives an

astonishing overview of the history of the area, while the imposing power of the rivers, the hills, and the weather are

ever present. In this country the mountains have as much personality and character as the members of the station's

longtime owners, the Prouting family. The Rangitata River flows like a rogue throughout. We ride the 'curious tide of

extremes' that farming embodies: the heartache, the exhilaration, the grandiose, the bombastic, the gracious, the laconic

humour. This is a man's country, where the women who wish to stay have to hold their own; a country where the past is

repeated and echoed in the present. Ansley's portraits of the Prouting family and others who are drawn to this special

place are insightful and perceptive. He throws open the farm gate on the iconic farming family. Laurie, the patriarch, is a

gem of a man with an appealing, deep-seated humanity and a great love of the high country. The four seasons are

celebrated in true 'Meso' style giving the modern-day workings of the station all set within the great amphitheatre of the

mountains. Here the romance of the high country is tempered with real life and bellowing stock. Peter Bush's

photographs, taken over a 50-year period, grace Ansley's story, capturing the great musters of days gone by, the dignity

of the shearing teams, the majestic country and the characters who people Mesopotamia's story.

Communicating with Angels and Nature Spirits, Edmund Harold , 2005, 0958515646, 9780958515641. 

Material Computation: Higher Integration in Morphogenetic Design Architectural Design, ISSN 0003-8504, Achim Menges

, 2012, 0470973307, 9780470973301. The production of architecture, both intellectually and physically, is on the brink of

a fundamental change. Computational design enables architects to integrate ever more multifaceted and complex design

information, while the industrial logics of conventional building construction are eroding rapidly in a context of
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increasingly ubiquitous computer-controlled manufacturing and fabrication. A novel convergence of computation and

materialisation is about to emerge, bringing the virtual process of design and the physical realisation of architecture much

closer together, more so than ever before. Computation provides a powerful agency for both informing the design

process through specific material behaviour and characteristics, and in turn informing the organisation of matter and

material across multiple scales based on feedback from the environment. Computational design and integrated

materialisation processes allow for uncovering the inherent morphogenetic potential of materials and thus are opening up

a largely uncharted field of possibilities for the way the built environment in the 21st century is conceived and produced.

In order to effectively introduce and outline the enabling power of computational design along with its inherent

relationship to a biological paradigm, this publication looks at formation and materialisation in nature, integrative

computational design, and engineering and manufacturing integration.Architectural contributors include: Cristiano

Cecatto, Neri Oxman, Skylar Tibbits and Michael Weinstock.A scientific perspective by Philip Ball and J Scott

Turner.Features: Buro Happold's SMART group, DiniTech, Foster + Partners' Specialist Modelling Group, the Freeform

Construction group and Stuttgart University's Institute for Computational Design.

Was that Really Us, God?, Judith A. DeLapa , 2001, 0963843230, 9780963843234. 

Mynursinglab Student Access Code Card for Medical Dosage Calculations, June L. Olsen, Anthony P. Giangrasso, Dolores

Shrimpton , 2011, 0132559919, 9780132559911. This is a student supplement associated with: Medical Dosage

Calculations: A Dimensional Analysis Approach, 10/e June L. Olsen Emeritus, RN, MS, College of Staten Island (HEPM ID:

335442) Anthony P. Giangrasso Ph.D., La Guardia Community College (HEPM ID: 416420) Dolores Shrimpton ISBN:

013215661X

A Chance to Live: Isaac's Story, Richard Dunn , 2004, 095502420X, 9780955024207. 

Intermediate Algebra, John Tobey, Jeffrey Slater , 2001, 0130608440, 9780130608444. 

The Porsche Driving Book, Martin Beck-Burridge, John Lyon , 1988, 0951373706, 9780951373705. 

The Top 100 Drug Interactions, 2013: A Guide to Patient Management, Philip D. Hansten , 2013, 0981944043,

9780981944043. 

An Introduction to Solar Radiation, Muhammad Iqbal (Ph.D.) , 1983, . 

Wittgenstein's Private Language: Grammar, Nonsense, and Imagination in Philosophical Investigations, 243-315, Stephen

Mulhall , 2008, 0199556741, 9780199556748. Stephen Mulhall presents a detailed critical commentary on sections

243-315 of Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations: the famous remarks on 'private language'. In so doing, he makes

detailed use of Stanley Cavell's interpretations of these remarks; and relates disputes about how to interpret this aspect

of Wittgenstein's later philosophy to a recent, highly influential controversy about how to interpret Wittgenstein's early

text, the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, by drawing and testing out a distinction between resolute and substantial
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understandings of the related notions of grammar, nonsense and the imagination. The book is concerned throughout to

elucidate Wittgenstein's philosophical method, and to establish the importance of the form or style of his writing to the

proper application of this method.

Afro Asia: Revolutionary Political and Cultural Connections between African Americans and Asian Americans, Fred Ho, Bill

V. Mullen , 2008, 0822381176, 9780822381174. DIVWith contributions from activists, artists, and scholars, Afro Asia is a

groundbreaking collection of writing on the historical alliances, cultural connections, and shared political strategies linking

African Americans and Asian Americans. Bringing together autobiography, poetry, scholarly criticism, and other genres,

this volume represents an activist vanguard in the cultural struggle against oppression.Afro Asia opens with analyses of

historical connections between people of African and of Asian descent. An account of nineteenth-century Chinese laborers

who fought against slavery and colonialism in Cuba appears alongside an exploration of African Americans reactions to

and experiences of the Korean conflict. Contributors examine the fertile period of Afro-Asian exchange that began around

the time of the 1955 Bandung Conference, the first meeting of leaders from Asian and African nations in the postcolonial

era. One assesses the relationship of two important 1960s Asian American activists to Malcolm X and the Black Panthers.

Mao Ze Dongs 1963 and 1968 statements in support of black liberation are juxtaposed with an overview of the influence

of Maoism on African American leftists.Turning to the arts, Ishmael Reed provides a brief account of how he met and

helped several Asian American writers. A Vietnamese American spoken-word artist describes the impact of black hip-hop

culture on working-class urban Asian American youth. Fred Ho interviews Bill Cole, an African American jazz musician

who plays Asian double-reed instruments. This pioneering collection closes with an array of creative writing, including

poetry, memoir, and a dialogue about identity and friendship that two writers, one Japanese American and the other

African American, have performed around the United States.Contributors: Betsy Esch, Diane C. Fujino, royal hartigan,

Kim Hewitt, Cheryl Higashida, Fred Ho,Everett Hoagland, Robin D. G. Kelley, Bill V. Mullen, David Mura, Ishle Park, Alexs

Pate, Thien-bao Thuc Phi, Ishmael Reed, Kalamu Ya Salaam, Maya Almachar Santos, JoYin C. Shih, Ron Wheeler, Daniel

Widener, Lisa Yun/div

Nonviolent Action Handbook, Sanderson Beck , 2003, 0971782350, 9780971782358. NonviolencePeaceful

changeAhimsaPacifismCivilian-based defense

Core Economics for Managers Infotrac, Joshua Gans , 2005, 0170124754, 9780170124751. In this engaging text Joshua

Gans turns economic teaching on its head. Specifically aimed at the management or MBA student, Core Economics for

Managers covers the essentials but does so in ways that build on and reinforce the students work experiences Beginning

with the tools of decision-making, this book does not shy away from the complexities of managerial decisions but

embraces them to consider both uncertainty and strategic interaction in a readily accessible way. This allows the student

to move with ease to considering the principles of negotiated exchange and how prices are formed when parties interact
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face to face rather than anonymously in markets. This provides a natural way of talking about competition and the gains

from cooperation. The traditional topics of economics and competitive strategy can then be introduced by considering

pricing; that is, how a firm chooses its price, how a firm can innovate in pricing, how prices are constrained by

competition and how prices can act as signals for investment. Finally, with all of these tools in hand, the student can

seamlessly move on to topics of contracting, outsourcing, the provision of incentives and the building of relationships. No

other single book covers this multitude of topics in such an accessible way. Gone are unnecessary jargon from economics

and strategy. All that remains is the core. And that core can be taken with the student back into their studies and

commercial life.

Jack Tiger Learns to Surf, , 2013, 0987496530, 9780987496539. 

Life Is Eternal, Sally Carruthers , 2010, 098280170X, 9780982801703. A powerful story of transformed energy that will

forever change the way you view death. It is an inspirational account of a man's last day on earth the author's

experience of his passing.

Our Christmas Play, Kathy Weston , 1999, 0192790471, 9780192790477. A funny, light-hearted picture book for young

children based on a school nativity play. Told by one of the children, it details the event from casting the play, through

rehearsals, to the nativity play itself. And we see, through a child's eyes, all the things that can go wrong (andright!).

The Civil Legal Aid (Financial Conditions) (Scotland) Regulations 2001, Scotland, Scotland. Scottish Executive , 2001,

0110596625, 9780110596624. 

Business Communication, Terry , 1996, 0135958776, 9780135958773. 

Thabo Mbeki: the dream deferred, Mark Gevisser , 2007, 1868421015, 9781868421015. 

Winning Body Language for Sales Professionals: Control the Conversation and Connect with Your Customerwithout

Saying a Word, Mark Bowden , 2012, 0071793003, 9780071793001. PROVEN NONVERBAL STRATEGIES THAT WIN

SALES When you are selling, the way you deliver your message will matter as much as, or more than, what you actually

say. In this groundbreaking book, body language guru Mark Bowden teams up with renowned sales trainer Andrew Ford

to reveal nonverbal communication skills guaranteed to give you the advantage in every sales situation. Winning Body

Language for Sales Professionals reveals the universal body language signals that command instant respect and teaches

you how to use them to: Avoid being perceived as just another salesperson Earn lasting trustwithout saying a word

Interpret others body language to determine friends and enemies Create an environment that puts buyers at ease

Influence the feelings and behavior of your prospects These are the secrets every salesperson has been waiting for.

When you communicate in a positive way with your body language, your words hold greater weight than everand

winning the sale is just a handshake away.

How to Build Horsepower, Volume 1, , David Vizard , 1990, 0931472245, 9780931472244. How to Build Horsepower -
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Volume 1 gives you an inside look at the techniques expert engine builder David Vizard uses to build horsepower in

engines from 4 cylinders to big-block V-8s. With over 40 years of experience in tracking down the subtle factors that add

up to big power improvements, David explains how you can get these same results in your workshop. This volume covers

major engine components including: the short block, cylinder heads, camshafts, induction, carburetion, ignition, headers,

and exhaust systems. Get the most from any engine with this clearly-written book.

New Jersey: Its Past and Present in Geography and History, James F. Silver , 1999, 096726930X, 9780967269306. 

"Kay Gardeko?": The Royal Massacre in Nepal, Prakash A. Raj , 2001, 8171675719, 9788171675715. 

First Friends Starter, , Kirstie Grainger, Susan Iannuzzi , 2010, 0194432238, 9780194432238. We all know that

kindergarten is such a key year - it shapes children's attitudes to learning and English for years to come. You are also

teaching something incredibly important - reading. First Friends is here to help. The phonics progression is very

important, and has been designed especially for children who do not use the Roman alphabet. The pacing and order of

the letters has all been carefully researched. The handy alphabet, at the top of every phonics page, highlights the letter

you're studying so learners can see their progress, and all the letters are taught in upper and lower case. But that's not

all - the catchy phonics chants, colourful Alphabet poster and interactive digital material make your lessons even more

motivating and fun, ensuring happy learners. Parents will also appreciate the Audio CD with songs, chants, and stories to

practise at home ... So, with a reliable structure, rich resources, and a successful methodology, First Friends is the ideal

course for you. Try it, and you'll soon see why it's first for English and first for fun!

The Enormous Turnip, Alexei Tolstoy, graf Aleksey Nikolayevich Tolstoy , 2003, 0152048839, 9780152048839. They pull

and pull again, but will they ever pull that turnip up? Scott Goto breathes new life into this classic Russian folktale with

bright colors and bold illustrations, making it accessible for even the earliest reader.

North-West Auckland Water Resource Quantity Statement 2003: Surface Water and Groundwater Resource Information,

Availability and Allocation, Gillian Mary Crowcroft, Roger A. Bannister, Sarah Ann Harvey, Auckland (N.Z. : Region).

Regional Council , 2003, 0958243700, 9780958243704. 

Angel Medicine, Doreen Virtue , 2005, 1401929680, 9781401929688. When Doreen Virtue visited Santorini Island in

Greece recently, she was contacted by a powerful group of angels calling themselves the "angels of Atlantis." Doreen was

then taken on an amazing spiritual adventure, where she uncovered the ancient secrets of the healing temples of the lost

civilizations of Atlantis. Doreen found that her previous healing work with the angels, as well as the thousands of case

studies of angelic healing that she'd amassed over the years, dovetailed perfectly with the messages from the angels of

Atlantis. Part spiritual adventure story and part reference book, Ange

Patricia Urquiola: Time to Make a Book, Patricia Urquiola , 2013, 0847839729, 9780847839728. The first monograph on

the works of Patricia Urquiola, whose eclectic approach to product design and architecture has established her as one of
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the key figures in contemporary design. A superstar in the world of design, Patricia Urquiola's portfolio of architectural

projects and product designs is as diverse as it is intensely personalfrom a house for Patrizia Moroso, to the interiors of

boutique hotels, to industrial design, and with products that include chairs, watches, and cutlery. Since the opening of

her own design practice in Milan in 2001, Urquiola has taken on an ever-expanding number of projects, and has worked

with all the great international design houses, including Moroso, De Padova, B&B Italia, Bisazza, Alessi, Driade, and Flos,

to name a few. Urquiola's distinctive works straddle the boundary between architecture and design, the product of a

rigorous, interdisciplinary education. Her products and spaces have won her acclaim for combining a bold, passionate

imagination with an innate practicality. Drawing inspiration from historical precedent, her designs are often characterized

by their clear lines and formal simplicity, and their irrepressible sensuality. This inspiring book captures the fervid energy

of Urquiola's life and work, in an unprecedented and striking design object as innovative and intimate as her body of

work.

Historical Atlas Of The Viking World, , 2004, 1904668127, 9781904668121. From A.D. 790, Viking raiders struck fear

into the coastal communities of England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, northern Germany, western and southern France, and

the Low Countries (now Holland and Belgium). Using rivers, Vikings struck deep inland to attack monasteries, towns,

even walled cities. The very fabric of the Christian Church in northern Europe was threatened with extinction.Settlers

followed the raiders. Eventually, the pillaging diminished as the Vikings became Christians. By the late 11th century,

Viking settlers, merchants, and even armies had become intermingled and indistinguishable from the populations of

northern Europe. Those Vikings who settle around the Seine estuary in France became Normans, adopted the Frankish

feudal system and formed the backbone of the new medieval era.But who were the Vikings? Why did they suddenly burst

beyond the confines of their Scandinavian homeland? How and why did the Viking era come to an end? How did these

people live? How did they acquire such a fearsome martial reputation? And what did they believe in?Angus Konstam's

Historical Atlas of the Viking World traces the story of this vibrant European culture from the mists of its mythology to its

culmination as one of the most powerful trading cultures of the early Middle Ages. The book also emphasizes that even

today we live with the cultural and judicial legacy of these amazing people - the Vikings.

Mouse's Hide-and-Seek Words: A Phonics Reader, Kathryn Heling, Ann Purmell, Deborah Hembrook , 2003, 0613897900,

9780613897907. Mouse makes word play fun!Readers will delight in finding small word hidden within bigger words; for

example, when Mouse trips, his pants rip! Silly Mouse! A Step 1 book.

The Retention of Communications Data (Further Extension of Initial Period) Order 2005, Great Britain , 2005, . Enabling

power: Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001, s. 105 (3). Issued: 08.12.2005. Made: 05.12.2005. Laid: -. Coming

into force: 06.12.2005. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: UK. General

Andrew Bick: Variant, Gloom: Variant : 1996 - 2003. ..., , Andrew Bick, Niederrheinischer Kunstverein , 2003,
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0953179397, 9780953179398. 

Great Chefs of Boca Raton: Delicious Recipes from Boca Raton's Finest Restaurants, Country Clubs & Caterers Along with

Some Favorite Homespun Recipes from the Members of the American Legion Post 277, Boca Raton, Florida, , 1998,

0966834402, 9780966834406. 

Roy Campbell: a critical biography, Peter F. Alexander , 1982, 0192117505, 9780192117502. 

Winning the Confidence Game: How to Increase Your Self-Confidence, Cynthia Schubert , 1985, 0961463104,

9780961463106. 

The Twelfth-century psalter commentary in French for Laurette dAlsace (an edition of psalms I-L), , Stewart Gregory ,

1990, 0947623329, 9780947623326. 

Bliss, Danger and Gods: Quotes of Risk and Passion, Sandy Diamond , 1986, 0961730706, 9780961730703. 

You Don't Have to Live with Ailing Heart and Blood Vessels, Lady Phyllis Cilento , 1982, . 

The American quest, 1790-1860: an emerging nation in search of identity, unity, and modernity, Clinton Rossiter , 1971,

0151061106, 9780151061105. 

Spooner Album: Festiniog Railway Photographs, Roy C. Link, Festiniog Railway Heritage Group , 2003, 0953876349,

9780953876341. 

Thunder Point, Jack Higgins , 1994, 0425143570, 9780425143575. Jack Higgins is the dean of world-class thriller writers.

From The Eagle Has Landed to Eye of the Storm, his novels have entertained millions with their relentlessly paced mix of

intrigue, suspense, and larger-than-life characters. 1945. Thunder Point opens at the Fuhrer Bunker in Berlin, the day

before Adolf Hitler's suicide. The Fuhrer arranges for Reichsleiter Martin Bormann to flee Germany by air to Norway,

where a German U-boat waits to take him to South America.... 1992. Sean Dillon, the elusive terrorist from Eye of the

Storm, is facing a firing squad in war-torn Yugoslavia. He is saved at the last minute by his old nemesis, Brigadier Charles

Ferguson - head of Group Four, the British prime minister's personal action unit. In exchange for his salvation, Dillon

must take on a "black job" for Ferguson in the Caribbean. The wreck of the German U-boat has been discovered at

Thunder Point, off St. John in the American Virgin Islands. In the U-boat is a diary kept by the captain, as well as the

contents of the watertight briefcase Martin Bormann had with him on that fateful trip. The papers not only name

important members of the British establishment and Parliament who were Nazi sympathizers, but also contain the

Windsor Protocol - a document signed by the Duke of Windsor himself in which he undertook to ascend the British throne

on the successful invasion of Britain by German forces in 1940. Ferguson and the prime minister are determined that

Britain and the royal family be spared the horrific embarrassment of these discoveries. But other individuals, including

someone high within the British government itself, are determined to find out the secrets of Bormann's briefcase for

theirown sinister reasons. Sweeping from England to the Caribbean and back with ever-growing momentum, Thunder
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Point brings together a remarkable set of heroes and villains in the most desperate struggle of their lives. It is a complex,

brilliantly executed story of high-explosive secre

Ginn Reading Steps: Level I., Iris Zammit , 2002, . 

Pink Slime Ate My Job, Bruce Malcolm Smith, Rauttnee Publishing Company , 2012, 0985819901, 9780985819903. Non-

fiction account of the "pink slime" ground beef saga that captivated the nation's attention during March Meat Madness

Month 2012. When the "pink slime" report from ABC News aired in March 2012, retail food suppliers were faced with a

risky decision. Pink slime is the common name for lean finely textured beef (LFTB), a food additive to ground beef that is

controversial because it is exposed to ammonia to kill bacteria. Consumers responded negatively to the report, and

retailers needed to decide whether to announce the removal of LFTB from their products, do nothing or offer their

customers a choice. Bruce Malcolm Smith was a company insider who lost his job due to the company's sudden closure of

all but one production facility resulting in 1,000 jobs lost. The book examines the viral effect of the internet social media

along with celebrity and traditional media influences that created public consumer hysteria and panic over a lean beef

product that had been sold and consumed for decades by the Americans without cause or concern.

Supplementary Vote on Account, Great Britain. Treasury, H.M.Treasury Staff , 2000, 010556673X, 9780105566731. 

How the Stock Market Works, John M. Dalton , 2001, 0735201838, 9780735201835. For the beginning financial

professional and the sophisticated investor, here is a thoroughly updated edition of the classic guide to the inner

workings of the stock market.John M. (Jack) Dalton, formerly with the American Stock Exchange, explains the workings

of the securities industry, including the initial public offering, types of stocks, who's who inside the brokerage firm, back-

office operations, and investment analysis. This updated edition includes new chapters that cover ongoing changes at the

NYSE, the AMEX, and Nasdaq, online trading and the globalization of the stock market. The book is also thoroughly

updated to reflect changes that have taken place on Wall Street and in the way securities transactions are conducted

since the publication of the second edition in 1993.In addition, a comprehensive glossary that defines more than 600

financial terms -- from "Advance-decline theory" and "Arbitrage" to "market-and-limit order" and "Zero plus tick" --

enhances the relevance and accessibility of this book.

New South Wales Community Relations Crisis Management Plan, New South Wales Government - Community Relations

Commission for a Multicultural New South Wales , 2006, 0980297826, 9780980297829. 

Language and Woman's Place : Text and Commentaries: Text and Commentaries, Robin Tolmach Lakoff Professor of

Linguistics University of California at Berkeley , 2004, 019534717X, 9780195347173. The 1975 publication of Robin

Tolmach Lakoff's Language and Woman's Place, is widely recognized as having inaugurated feminist research on the

relationship between language and gender, touching off a remarkable response among language scholars, feminists, and

general readers. For the past thirty years, scholars of language and gender have been debating and developing Lakoff's
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initial observations. Arguing that language is fundamental to gender inequality, Lakoff pointed to two areas in which

inequalities can be found: Language used about women, such as the asymmetries between seemingly parallel terms like

master and mistress, and language used by women, which places women in a double bind between being appropriately

feminine and being fully human. Lakoff's central argument that "women's language" expresses powerlessness triggered a

controversy that continues to this day. The revised and expanded edition presents the full text of the original first edition,

along with an introduction and annotations by Lakoff in which she reflects on the text a quarter century later and

expands on some of the most widely discussed issues it raises. The volume also brings together commentaries from

twenty-six leading scholars of language, gender, and sexuality, within linguistics, anthropology, modern languages,

education, information sciences, and other disciplines. The commentaries discuss the book's contribution to feminist

research on language and explore its ongoing relevance for scholarship in the field. This new edition of Language and

Woman's Place not only makes available once again the pioneering text of feminist linguistics; just as important, it places

the text in the context of contemporary feminist and gender theory for a new generation of readers.

The Judiciary and Courts (Scotland) Act 2008 (Transitional Provision) Order 2009, Scotland , 2009, . Enabling power:

Judiciary and Courts (Scotland) Act 2008, s. 75 (1). Issued: 14.09.2009. Made: 08.09.2009. Laid before the Scottish

Parliament: 09.09.2009. Coming into force: 01.10.2009. Effect: None. Territorial extent & classification: S. General

Made in the Middle Ground: Architecture + Urbanism at A.B.E. Nottingham 2011, Darren Deane , 2011, 0956895301,

9780956895301. 

2011 Annual Report of the US Hospital IT Market, HIMSS Analytics, Himss , 2011, 0984457720, 9780984457724. 

Three to a Loaf: A Novel of the Great War, Michael Goodspeed , 2008, 0978160061, 9780978160067. Three to a Loaf is

the First World War story of Rory Ferrall, a young Canadian officer of Anglo-German descent who, after being wounded

and disfigured at Ypres, comes to the attention of British military intelligence. Ferrall's German background is valuable to

the war's planners. Hundreds of German-Americans had returned to the Fatherland to fight for the Kaiser at the outbreak

of war in August 1914 and the British captured one. Cleverly trained to impersonate the captured German-American

officer, Ferrall is smuggled into wartime Germany to infiltrate the German General Staff and discover their top-secret plan

to break the stalemate on the Western Front.A page-turning novel of war and espionage, Three to a Loaf is also a

portrait of societies and individuals pushed to the breaking point, and in some cases, beyond. Michael Goodspeed artfully

blends the tension of a thriller with period detail, the detached commentary of a nitty-gritty travelogue, and psychological

understanding of a harried man facing soul-destroying ethical decisions.

A Time of Transition: Rajiv Gandhi to the 21 Century, Mani Shankar Aiyar , 2009, 0670082759, 9780670082759. Mani

Shankar Aiyar Looks Back To The Changes That Have Taken Place During The &Lsquo;Time Of Transition&Rsquo;

&Mdash;The Two Decades Since Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi Left Office After The Lok Sabha Elections Of November
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1989. Rajiv Gandhi Was The Fourth Prime Minister Of India In Four Decades Of Independence, But The Last Twenty

Years Have Seen As Many As Eight Prime Ministers And Several More Governments. Accompanying The Change From

Single-Party Governance To The Instability Of Coalition Politics Are Major Transformations In The Pace, Trajectory And

Even The Goals Of Nation-Building. It Is These Contentious Transitions That Are Reflected In The Five Major Themes Of

This Volume: Democracy, Secularism, Socialism, Nonalignment, And Neighbourhood Policy. Mani Shankar Aiyar Was Both

A Witness To, And A Reluctant Participant In, These Processes Of Change: As Joint Secretary In Rajiv Gandhi&Rsquo;S

Prime Minister&Rsquo;S Office, As An Mp Since 1991, And Today As A Cabinet Minister In The United Progressive Alliance

Government. His Columns For The Indian Express Are Analytical And Vivid Commentaries On Their Times, Written In The

Author&Rsquo;S Inimitable Style. This Collection Sheds Light On A Critically Significant Era In Contemporary India.

Nicky the Nature Detective, Ulf Svedberg , 1988, 9129587867, 9789129587869. This charming book provides an

informative and entertaining guide for the beginning naturalist. Season by season, it describes and explains changes in

flora and fauna, while offering lots of exciting ideas for nature activities. Full color.

There's a Job for You in Leisure: How to Get Fit and Get Paid for It, Alec Price , 2012, 0954989538, 9780954989538. 

The Founders' Key: The Divine and Natural Connection Between the Declaration and the Constitution and what We Risk

by Losing it, Larry P. Arnn , 2012, 1595554726, 9781595554727. Today the integrity and unity of the Declaration of

Independenceand the Constitution are under attack by the Progressive political movement.And yet, writes Larry P.

Arnn:The words of the Declaration of Independence ring acrossthe ages. The arrangements of the Constitution have a

way of organizing our actionsso as to produce certain desirable results, and they have done this morereliably than any

governing instrument in the history of man. Connect thesearrangements to the beauty of the Declaration and one has

something inspiringand commanding.From Chapter 2, TheFounders KeyDr. Arnn, president of Hillsdale College, reveals

thisintegral unity of the Declaration and the Constitution. Together, they form thepillars upon which the liberties and

rights of the American people stand.United, they have guided historys first self-governing nation, forming ourgovernment

under certain universal and eternal principles. Unfortunately, theeffort to redefine government to reflect the changing

and growing socialorder has gone very far toward success. Politicians such as Franklin Rooseveltfound ways to condemn

and discard the Constitution and to redefine theDeclaration to justify government without limit. As a result, both

documentshave been weakened, their influence diminished, and their meaningobscuredpaving the way for the modern

administrative state, unaccountable tothe will of the people.The Founders Key isa powerful call to rediscover the

connection between these two mightydocuments, and thereby restore our political faith and revive our free institutions.

Functional Assessment: Strategies to Prevent and Remediate Challenging Behavior in School Settings, Lynette K.

Chandler, Carol M. Dahlquist , 2006, 0131916572, 9780131916579. For courses in Applied Behavior Analysis, Managing

Behavior or Behavior Management.Written for special and general educators, consultants, therapists, administrators, and
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families who work with students and children with behavior concerns, this comprehensive, practical treatment of the topic

presents a functional assessment model based on a naturalistic and team-based approach in averting and resolving

inappropriate behavior in school settings. Its strong use of vignettes and open-ended case studies promotes problem

solving among readers as they identify the function of behavior, choose intervention options, and pinpoint typical

functional assessment practices. The text address challenging behavior at all grade levels (preschool through high

school), in the general education and self-contained classroom settings, and within special and general education student

populations. Taking a comprehensive and positive approach to managing behavior, this practical book provides useful

applications to assist education professionals and families in selecting detailed interventions to address challenging

behavior. Through these positive interventions, appropriate behavior is supported, replacing challenging behavior.

The New Cabbage Soup Diet, Margaret Danbrot , 1997, 0312962282, 9780312962289. Need results in a hurry?This

dynamic diet plan lets you eat until your stuffed and lose up to 10 pounds!Have the holidays left you with too tight

pants? Is there a dress you need to squeeze into for next week's special occasion? Are you planning on putting on a

bathing suit anytime soon? If you want to crash off pounds fast--before you start on that long-term eating plan--the New

Cabbage Soup Diet is for you.Featured in Cosmopolitan magazine, USA Today, and on the internet, the original Cabbage

Soup Diet is a word-of-mouth phenomenon. Now brought to you in a new and improved version for healthier, safer

weight loss, it is a program to count on.It's quick! Pounds start to vanish from day oneIt's easy! No special foods to buy,

no complicated weighing, no counting fat grams or caloriesIt's low in fat, high in fiber--and safe, unlike some high-

protein dietsIt's hunger-proof! You can have all you want of filling, delicious, and nutritious foodsIt's got doezens of

dieting tips for making weight loss easier and longer-lasting that you won't find anywhere else.You've heard about it.

Now try it. It really works!

Electric Motors and Drives, Volume 3, Canadian Electricity Forum Inc , 2006, 0978029569, 9780978029562. 

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: Vol. 4: Geotechnics and Drainage, Section 1: Earthworks, Part 8: Guidance on the

Trenchless Installation of Services Beneath Motorways and Trunk Roads, Highways Agency , 2008, 0115530096,

9780115530098. Design manual for roads and Bridges : Vol. 4: Geotechnics and drainage, Section 1: Earthworks, Part 8:

Guidance on the trenchless installation of services beneath motorways and trunk Roads

The Way to Davis: On the River of Stars, , 2007, 0975251635, 9780975251638. A book for all ages. Beautifully

illustrated by artist/author, Page Allen, with many full-page col. illustrations and pen-and-ink drawings.

Joseph Hooker: Botanical Trailblazer, Pat Griggs , 2012, 1842464698, 9781842464694. Joseph Hooker (18171911) was a

groundbreaking botanist who circled the globe discovering, describing, naming, or introducing over 12,000 plants that

have since changed the makeup of our gardens and landscape. His plant collecting expeditions, first to Antarctica and

later to India and the Himalayas, and his publications, many of which were illustrated by the prolific Victorian botanical
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artist Walter Hood Fitch, secured his reputation in the scientific community and attracted the attention of Charles Darwin,

who became a friend and confidante. In 1865 Hooker succeeded his father Sir William Hooker as the director of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew. And in 1877 he took a highly successful expedition to the Western United States with the leading

American botanist Asa Gray. WithJoseph Hooker: Botanical Trailblazer, Pat Griggs and Jim Endersby present a compelling

biography of one of the worlds great botanists through the many relationships that influenced his life and shaped his

ideas.

Beyond What You See: Words of Inspiration, Elvis Ngyia , 2008, 0981617263, 9780981617268. Beyond What You See:

Words of Inspiration by Elvis Ngyia offers words of inspiration and poetry that lift up a positive human spirit to enrich,

reflect, educate, and hopefully change lives for a brighter day.

Successful Change - How to Implement Change Through People, David Miller , 2011, 0987084887, 9780987084880.

Synopsis: The trouble with change management is that there is an awful lot written and discussed about the failure rate

of change projects. But how do you implement major change successfully? With Successful Change, you'll understand

how organisations and people connect, and learn how to successfully facilitate change when people have to adopt new

ways of working that are a significant departure from their current practices. Successful Change will help you understand

how a people-centred change methodology can: Help successfully implement change Energise your organisation around

the change Build leadership support Engage others to make the transition stick Author Bio: David Miller has spent the last

25 years helping organisations implement major change. He has extensive expertise in directly managing major changes

including strategy implementation, technology implementation, business process changes, restructuring and quality

management. In 1995, David founded Changefirst, to help businesses build competitive advantage through creating and

sustaining organisational change capability. Through 25 years experience of change implementation, David has

developed a deep belief that to successfully change, organisations must build their own capability to transform

themselves and not be dependent on external support. His academic background is in Economics, Politics and

Psychology. He has lived and worked in Europe and the United States as well as spending time working in Asia. David

currently resides in West Sussex, England with his wife Susan and his terrier, Bear.

Punany: The Hip Hop Psalms 2, Jessica Holter, Punany Poets , 2003, 0970039506, 9780970039507. Sister to the original

Punany Title, Punany: The Hip Hop Psalms, this collection of poetry, prose, short stories and erotic haiku offers a

refreshing approach to HIV/AIDS awareness and female empowerment. with graphic and photo images throughout, it is

a wonerful compliment to any library. It features work by The Original Punany Poets and special contributions by The

Onliners... Writers just like you who share their intimate visions in this 128 page keeper.

Confidential SEO Secrets - Revised and Expanded 2010 Edition: Top Search Engine Optimization Techniques to Propel

Your Website to the Top Search Results on Google, Bing, Yahoo and Other Search Engines, Allen Harkleroad , 2010,
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0978999738, 9780978999735. REVISED AND EXPANDED 2010 EDITION Top search engine optimization techniques for

getting your website highly ranked in Google, Bing, Yahoo and other search engines. It's time for all the confusion to end

and everyone should have access to the same information and methodologies behind search engine optimization. SEO

isn't rocket science, it is mostly best practices and a little common sense thrown in. If you want to get the upper hand

and gain better traffic and high search engine ranking then I encourage you to read the book. You have nothing to lose,

and everything to gain. The Confidential SEO Secrets book contains proven methods for driving more search engine

traffic. I have been using the same SEO techniques for nearly sixteen years, my book gives you the same exact

information. My SEO book is not a collection of theories, guesses, useless SEO tips or tools, it contains actual illustrated

methods, tips and techniques that I use every single day. They work for me and they will work for you. "Knows his stuff.

I've had advice from the author and he knows what he's talking about and HOW to explain it. Great book." S.W. Shanks

"Solid Information. Worthwhile reading. I have been involved with search engine optimization for several years, and do a

great job at promoting my sites. I can say with confidence that this book is a good one." Kevin P. Ellens

Kerry Kulkens' Witches Tips on Love, Sex and the Stars, Kerry Kulkens , 1983, 0959269916, 9780959269918. 

Fire Diary, Mark Tredinnick , 2010, 1921450401, 9781921450402. FIRE DIARY is the first book of poems by Mark

Tredinnick, author of The Blue Plateau and The Little Red Writing Book. Fire Diary amounts to a spiritual geography of

the poet, an everyday ecology of the "beautiful struggle, the ordinary trouble" he finds himself-we all find ourselves-in.

Selected Short Stories, John Foster , 1999, 0958204322, 9780958204323. 

GraphAerobics, Ronald E. Scott , 1993, 0963490400, 9780963490407. 

The Old Warrior: A Novel, Jerry Evans , 1995, 0962369861, 9780962369865. 

Amazing Face, Zoe Foster , 2013, 174348187X, 9781743481875. Sometimes a lady just needs to know how to do the

definitive smoky eye, or how to choose the perfect shade of lipstick or eye shadow. And there's no reason she shouldn't

know which foundation or moisturiser is best for her, either.All the answers are here, in this top-to-toe beauty

extravaganza. FormerCosmopolitanandHarper's BAZAARbeauty director Zo Foster suggests makeup colours and brands

for every occasion, skin care routines and products for every age, and step-by-step instructions for winged eyeliner,

sensational red lips, foolproof tanning, simple updos, sexy-second-day hair, and much, much more . . .

LEED GA MOCK EXAMS: Questions, Answers, and Explanations: A Must-Have for the LEED Green Associate Exam, Green

Building LEED Certification, and Sustainability, Gang Chen , 2010, 0984374124, 9780984374120. Pass the LEED Green

Associate Exam, Get Your Building LEED Certified, Fight Global Warming, and Save Money! LEED (Leadership in Energy

and Environmental Design) is one of the most important trends in development and is revolutionizing the construction

industry. It has gained tremendous momentum and has a profound impact on our environment. From this book, you will

be able to: 1.Identify your weakness through practice questions 2.Learn to work well under the pressure of timed tests
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3.Check your responses against the solutions 4.Understand the solutions for the difficult questions through the

explanations 5.Fully understand the scope, difficulty level, and format of the LEED Green Associate Exam 6.Learn how to

pass the LEED Green Associate Exam. There is NO official GBCI book on the LEED Green Associate Exam. LEED GA Mock

Exams fills in the blanks and demystifies LEED. The book includes 200 questions and simulates the real exam in every

aspect, including scope, difficulty level, format, and number of questions in each LEED category. It includes questions,

answers, and explanations. This book is small and easy to carry around. You can read it whenever you have a few extra

minutes. It is an indispensable resource for ordinary people, developers, brokers, contractors, administrators, architects,

landscape architects, engineers, interns, drafters, designers, and other design professionals. Gang Chen is a LEED AP

BD+C and a licensed architect in California. He is also the internationally acclaimed author of other fascinating books,

including: Architectural Practice Simplified, Planting Design Illustrated, and LEED Exam Guide series, which includes one

guide book for each of the LEED exams.

World Politics: An Introduction to International Relations, Brian Hocking, Michael Smith , 1995, 0745016162,

9780745016160. As with the first edition this introductory book sets out a framework for the consideration of

international relations by identifying four essential elements in the analysis of contemporary world politics: the

international arena; the international agenda; processes and power; and order, justice and change. The revised edition

has been completely revised an re-designed with more features and illustrations. The content has been thoroughly

revised and updated to take into account the many changes in world politics since the first edition was published in 1990.

The new edition includes more material on international political economy, conflict and conflict management, the global

environment and regionalism.

Handbook of Plastic Surgery for the General Surgeon, Behman M. Daver, N. H. Antia, Noshir H. Antia, David W. Furnas ,

1995, 019563635X, 9780195636352. This handbook provides practical guidance to the general surgeon with limited

experience in the field of plastic surgery, who may be called upon to undertake plastic surgery. If there are no plastic

surgeons in the close vicinity, as is often the case in need-based countries or in the more remote parts of developed

countries, the decision to operate or refer to a plastic surgeon is often difficult. It is hoped that with the information given

in this book, the general surgeon will be able to make the right decision. Most of the conditions described are universally

seen. The inclusion of a particular topic depends mainly on the frequency with which the condition is seen in general

practice and the facility with which it can be tackled by a general surgeon. In order not to confuse the reader, only

important principles have been defined and one or two well tried and safe methods of treatment are described for each

condition. Each surgical procedure is described with the help of simple, clear illustrations and photographs.

Community Health in Australia, Rex Walpole , 1984, 014022579X, 9780140225792. 

An Autumn Called Evan: Life with an Exceptional Child, Deborah Klane , 2003, 097009745X, 9780970097453. 
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Prenez soin de vous, Sophie Calle , 2007, 2742768939, 9782742768936. In this remarkable artist's book, French

conceptual artist/provocateur Sophie Calle presents 107 outside interpretations of a "breakup" e-mail she received from

her lover the day he ended their affair. Featuring a stamped pink metallic cover, multiple paper changes, special bound-in

booklets, bright green envelopes containing DVDs and even Braille endpapers, it is a deeply poignant investigation of love

and loss, published to coincide with the 2007 Venice Biennale--where Calle served as that fair's French representative. All

of the interpreters of Calle's breakup letter were women, and each was asked to analyze the document according to her

profession--so that a writer comments on its style, a justice issues judgment, a lawyer defends Calle's ex-lover, a

psychoanalyst studies his psychology, a mediator tries to find a path towards reconciliation, a proofreader provides a

literal edit of the text, etc. In addition, Calle asked a variety of performers, including Nathalie Dessay, Laurie Anderson

and Carla Bruni, among others, to act the letter out. She filmed the singers and actresses and photographed the other

contributors, so that each printed interpretation stands alongside at least one riveting image of its author, and some are

also accompanied by digital documentation. The result is a fascinating study and a deeply moving experience--as well as

an artwork in its own right. Already a collector's item, this is a universal document of how it feels to grieve for love.

Logic lexycs, Vintens Spaksis , 1974, 0950251313, 9780950251318. 

Let's Go 1 Chinese Teacher's Book, Nakata , , . 

Otto Kleppner's Advertising Procedure, Otto Kleppner, Thomas Russell, Glenn Verrill , 1986, 0136432972,

9780136432975. 

The New South and the "new competition": trade association development in the southern pine industry, James E. Fickle

, 1980, 0252007883, 9780252007880. 

Raising the Torch: Colonial Series, Clifton La Bree , 2008, 0974645044, 9780974645049. "A continuation of the saga of

the Cullen family in Colonial Portsmouth, New Hampshire. The explosive war for independence from Great Britain was

ignited in New England and soon spread southward to include all of the colonies. For a long time the issue was in doubt.

Sturdy farmers, merchants, and frontiersmen were molded into superior fighting forces by General George Washington

and stern, unlettered leaders born from the soil like General John Stark. The cost in lives and treasure was immense, but

eventually, the torch of freedom was held high and overcame the might of one of the finest armies in the world. This is a

moving story of love and sacrifice when a small colony had the audacity to fight for independence from their

motherland." --Back cover.

Ice and Flame, Jane B. Mason , 2011, 1434234169, 9781434234162. Super-villains HEATWAVE and CAPTAIN COLD dont

like the FLASH, but they dont like each other either! They face off in a climate-changing smackdown that could spell

disaster for Earths ecosystems. The FLASH tries to take the foes one-on one, but ends up encased in arctic ice. Unable to

move, FLASH watches as HEATWAVE turns up the threat level by melting the frozen seabed . . . a sea full of explosive
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methane gas!

Plant a Tree: A Working Guide to the Greening of Southeast Queensland, Wally Davies , 1984, 0959402519,

9780959402513. 

Electronic Communication : Skills for the Workplace, Esther M. Scott , 1991, 0176036164, 9780176036164. 

The Moral Center: How We Can Reclaim Our Country from Die-hard Extremists, Rogue Corporations, Hollywood Hacks,

and Pretend Patriots, David Callahan , 2006, 0151011516, 9780151011513. Nothings the matter with Kansas: Americans

voting their values are responding to a real moral crisis. And in this forceful follow-up to The Cheating Culture, David

Callahan argues that the problems for most Americans are not abortion and gay marriage but rather issues that neither

party is addressingthe selfishness that is careening out of control, the effect of our violent and consumerist culture on

children, and our lack of a greater purpose. As Republicans veer into zealotry, liberals can find common ground with the

moderate majority. But to alleviate the moral anxieties that drove GOP electoral victories they need a powerful new

vision. In The Moral Center, Callahan articulates that vision and offers an escape from the dead-end culture war. With

insights garnered from in-depth research and interviews, he examines some of our most polarized conflicts and presents

unexpected solutions that lay out a new road map to the American center.  

The Main Road: From Soldier to Songwriter, George Main , 1994, 0952395703, 9780952395706. 

Ten Things God Wants Parents to Teach Their Children About Sex That Every Parent Wished They Had Known, Mike Goss

, 2007, 0974688401, 9780974688404. This book reveals ways to talk to your children about sex from a biblical

perspective.

The Savage World of Solomon Kane, Paul Wade-Williams, Shane Lacy Hensley , 2007, 0979245583, 9780979245589. 

L'Orignal-Longueuil Au Fil du Temps, , 2011, 0986939307, 9780986939303. 
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